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Low Casualty
List Recorded6
Over Holiday
-----
By UNTIED pierss
Holday motorists presented the
nation today with a belated bu•
welt-Name gift of a lower-than-ex-
pected Christmas weekend traffic
toll.
A total of 328 persons died in
traffic acciderts across the nation
during the holiday weekend that
started at 6 p.m. Friday and ended
at middight Sunday. a United
Press tabulation showed
Fires killed 48 persons 2 died in
plane crashes and 37 met death in
miscellaneous accidents, making s
total of 413 accidental deaths.
National Safety Council Presiden•
Ned H. Dearborn said it appeared
the total traffic toll would be -sub-
stantially below our pre-estimote
of 340, for which we are of course
very grate'ul."
Still Thiele Tall
However, he added. "The toll is
still tragically high and we be-
live needlessly so."
Few parts of the nation had a
white Chirstrnas. and the general-
ly mild weather helped crowd the
highways with holiday travelers
The mild weather. howevak was
almost as far in the past as
Cristrnes. A blast of cold Canadian
air was edging slowly aouthward
Early today the wintry weather
was, centered at the North Dakces-
Minnesota border where Grand
Forks. ND.. reported two degrees
below zero and intarnataemei Pelts,
Minn.. shivered in eight-below
weather.
The cold front extenc'ed west-
ward from Lake Erie through F-
11nors and Mi.souri to Texas a
Into southwestern New Mexico.' -
Light snow fell in parts of Wis-
consin. Michigan, Color-ado, Na-th
Dakota. Montana and Nebraska.
Scattered rains in ligh• amounts
were reported in the Milsisrapc.
valley.
California Leads List
In the East. Caribou Me., re-
ported an early temperature of 23,
New York reported 37, and it was
SI at Miami. Fla
California had the worst ac-
cident record in the nation with a
total of 39 deaths, 30 of them in
traffic accidents Four pertion•
died in fires and five were killed
In miscellaneous accidents.
Billy Kopperud Is
Prize Winner
Billy Kopperud. son of Dr and
Mrs A. H Kopperud nhas been
judged a winner in the annual
Royal Portable prize contest, ac-
cording to a letter from the com-
pany.
The contest involved writing 3n
essay on the subject "What Christ-
mas Means To Me". Young Kop-
purud won in the 'sev h and
eighth grade catego
He is in the th grade a'
Mui ray High Sehool and his Eng-
lish teacher is Miss Rebecca Tarry.
He received one of the $1000
prizes given in Kentucky. Over
18,000 entries were received in
the contest.
WEATHER
REPORT
P 00.W11
qd Live
Southwest Ken to, icy Mostly
cloudy and mild with showers ann
scattered thunderstorms this aft-
ernoon, tonight and to norrow
Highest mid flOs today. near 6a
tomorrow Low tonight 50. turnme
Colder late tomorrow.
TEMPERATURES
High Saturday
Low Saturday
High Sunday
Low Last Night
57
35
83
48
TAIPEI, Formosa 4.11 — A Na-
tionalist newspaper today called
United Nations Secretary Genera!
Dag Hammarskjuld a 'fool" and
charged that he was making a
mockery of the U.N by his forth-
coming visit to Red China.
The attack was the latest in 3
rising chorus of Nationalist con•
demnation heaped on Hamm.arsk-
pold's attempt to free 11 American
airmen jailed by the Red Chinese
as "spies."
The English language China Poet
said Red China's Premier Chou
En-Lai already had math' it clear
that he would not discuss the case
of the 11 Americans, and thereto!.
Hammarskjold's trip would be
fruitless.
The Parker then said that Ham-
marskjold's decision not to take
Western newsmen with him to
Peiping "shows Communist prop-
agandists would have a field day.'
"Dag Hammarskjold is making a
fool of himself and a moakery of
the United Nations," the newspa-
The Nationalist Chinese assem-
bly previously had condemned the
forthcoming HammarskJold - Choi!
meeting.
Three Die In
State Tragedy
CAMPBELLSVILLL Ral — The
death toll from a fire and explo-
mon which destroyed the home of
a family gathered for a Chrtatrnas
reunion rose to three yesterday,
making it Kentucky's worat holidAy
Mrs Perm A. Cox, 29. a mother
of seven children. died Saturday
nigt of burns suffered it' the fA••
which destroyed the Cox home
near here. A daughter. Hilda Mae,
8, died yesteroay at Rnsery Hospi-
tal. and the body of 3-year-old
Edward Louis Cox was found in
the ruins of the two-story frame
house Kermit Cox. 30, a tenant
farmer and the father of the lam-
ly, was in serious conditian from
second and third degree burns at
a Louisville ospital A daughter
Patricia Ann Cox. 10. was released
from Rosary Hospital last ru colt
after treatment for bu-ns. TIP
baby of the family. Wilma Lee
Cox, escaped injury but was un-
der observation at Rosare Hospital.
Three other of tha Coxas chi!
dren, Linda Lout 6, Cassie Yvonne.
4. and McArthur Cox. 13 escaped
injury. along with relatives of the
family and their five children.
Mr and Mrs. Lanis Cox. cousin'
of the family who occupied an
apartment on the second floor of
te building with their two chil-
dren were not at home when the
fire brake out.
I Letter lo Editor
Dear Editor:
It is the third day once the
anniversary of the Bab. of Beth-
lehem. This most eventful event
of all time was celebrated in
Murray by the ignomarrous prac-
tice of fneworks, It is a violation
of state law, to sell, possess, or
explode fireworks
It is a characteristic of the
spirit in Bethlehem on that night
of all respectful nights in all
civilization, to be quiet
There might be a alien excuse
for this shooting on the Fourth o'
July or Armilstice Day. but nothing
could be more Kacreligious on
Christmas Day. We wonder how
many of the fireworks shooter.
attended Sunday School
It could not come from any
practice taught by the Bow Scouts
ar any other club or society.
So tar, not a 'angle arrest or
reprimand from the law enforce-
ment authorities has come. It
would not be so bad if it was con-
fined to the day time o- for one
day, but a week or ten days in
a stretch is hard on the aick, shut-
in or nervous person.
The promieus throwing of these
bombs on front porches and win-
dows is a hazard. Still they say
nothing can be,icione about it.
My father taught me when s
small boy, that it was wroni to
desecrate Christmas Day
T. 0. Turner
•
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DEBATE ON GERMAN REARMAMENT
Shopping Is
Smasher Of
All Records
WASHINGTON 4/1 —Christmas
shopping this year may have
smashed all records, go vernm ent
experts report.
Preliminary reports to the Fed-
eral Reserve Board indicated a 2,,
per cent increase over 1933 figures
for the first three weeks of the
shopping season.
Merchants had a multi-milli*
dollar bonus this year in the forin
of one extra shopping day during
the fourth week of Christmas.
Sales for that week might well
have climbed by five per cent.
One expert said on the basis of
the preliminary figures that he ex-
pects buying this year to approach
and perhaps top the record $18.-
900.000400 Christmas buying spree
of 1952 Sales last year dipped to
$10.400,000.000
Government E-conensisat caatitaaa
The most pessimaatic government
economists conceded that last
year's total buying had beers top-
peel. But they felt the preliminary
figures ate misleading ana that
buying fell short of a new record.
The Reserve Board's figures are
limited to department store sales
but these are a time-tested baro-
meter et the Christmas trade.
, The more optimistic economists
also take these factors into ac-
count:
1 People have slightly more
money to spend than ever before.
2. Merchants have been trying
to out promote each ia..tbeir With
Santa parades" community II.'
plays and more special sales and
price cuts
3 The weather general has been
good, even balmy, in some areas.
Russia Training
Scientists Also
NEW YORK ita - Dr. J Robert
Oppenheimer, atomic physicist
dropped by tha Atomic Energy
Commission as a se.zunty risk. sant
Sunday the Soviet world is rur-
mitt "neck and neck" with the
free world in the training of scien-
tists. -
Oppenheimer said more people
are engaged in scientific research
than ever before but be criticized
the scientist for being preoccupied
with the ultimate aims of 'Man an./
disregarding the everyday world.
He said the modern sc•entist has
become separated from the pest of
mankind by specialized vocabular-
ies, teahnique and knowledge.
We cannot close our minds m
discovery:* he said. "We know
too much for one man to know
We live too variously to live aa
one"
Oppenheimer, director of the In-
stitute for Advanced Study at
Princeton. N.J., spoke over the
Columbia Broadcasting System, de-
livering the final address of Co-
lumbia University's year-long bi-
centennial belebuation.
It was his first public utterance
since the AEC ruled laat June 29
against reinstating his* clearance
for accem to restricted informa-
tion. The AEC gave "fundamental
defecte in his character" and "his
alsociations with Communists...ex-
tending far beyond the tolerable
limits of prudenee and self re-
straint" as the reasons for its con-
troversial action.
Oppenheimer. who headed the
World War II "Manhattan Project"
which developed the atom bomb.
admitted he once contributed tr
Communist causes, but said his as-
so,iations with them ended long
ago.
In his address, pppenheimer di-
rected the lineliness and inadequa-
cy of the scientist in modern so-
citey He said a scientist is a mem-
ber of a professional community
"where common understanding
comitiones with common purpose
and interest to oind men together
both in freedom and cooperation"
He added that the scientist's pro-
fessional experience "will make
him actually aware of how limited,
how inadequate, how precious is
this condition of life, for in his
relations with a wider Society.
there will be neither the sense of
community nor of object ye under-
standing.-
Murray Hospital
Wedneschay4, omplete record foi
lows:
Census 21
Adult Beds 60
Emergency Beds 39
Patients admitted 1
Patients dismis.sed 4
New Citizens 0
Patients admitted from Monday
400 p.m. to Wednesday Noon
Mn. Billy Smith and Baby bOv
Smith, 1619 Calloway. Murray: M7
Wendell Gordon, Orcharl Height,
Murray.: Mrs. Roy Canning. T
Rt. I. Dexter: Mrs. Be', Grogan
1417 Vine St.. Murray: Mks Blen-
ds Sue Nesbitt, Rt. 1.
Miss Suzanne Clark Hardin.
Master Glenn Anthony Keniev
Gen Del, Murray: Mr. Courtney '
Starks IMO Broad Ext., Murray
Mrs. Brent Hughes and haby boy
292 So 11th St.. Murray: Mrs. Le-)
Boren. Fort Lenard Wood, Mo.
Mr Julian Mayer, Jr. 113 No. irth
St.. Murray.
INew Budget Will
Be Submitted
RN' MERRIMAN SMITH
United Press White House Writer
Augusta. C;a IU —Prcsident
Eisenhower decided today to sub-
mit his new budget to Congress on
Jan 17
He will send hts report on the
national economy to the Hotta •
and Senate on Jan 20.
ara
At these decislOhl *ere
the President kept close touch
with the voting today in the
French Chamber of Denuties. He
talked by telenihone with Secre-
tary of State John Entailer Dulles
at 9'25 a m
The Chief Executive spent Two
of the morning in conference with
Dr. Gabriel Hauge. his personal
economic advieer. and Dr. Arthur
F. Burns chairman of the 'Courcil
of Economic Advisers
Hauge and Barns came here
Sunday night to confer with the
President on the final draft of the
economic report
Mr Eisenhower will deliver his
State of the Union message to a
joint session of the House and "en-
ate on Jan 6 He will send up a
special message on tariff and re-
ciprocal trade Jan. 10.
Press Secretary James C. Hager-
ty said this morning that as far
as the French situation was con-
cerned it was a matter of "watch-
ing and waiting" The President
expected other calls during the
day from Dulles.
Mr Eisenhower was still pre-
pared to fly back In Washiniyton
should the French chamber vote
run contrary to the interests of
the Western Allies.
KILLS FAMILY, FAILS IN SUICIDE
THIS IS THE 011.AR family of Pasadena. Calif., hacked to death with
a hatchet by the father Harold, 43 (upper left), who failed In an
attempt to kill himself. Victims are Mrs. Grace Oiler, 13 (upper
right); children Janet, 9 (center): Martha, 7 (lower left), and
Randolph. 12 They were killed in their beds a few bours after
they sang Christmas carols. f f riterisational SoundeAot&
— —
Social Security
Program Is Scored
SOUTH BEND. Ind. — Clar-
rence E. Manion has charred that
the federal social securey program
Is an misroanaged that it. officers
would "end up in the penitentiary"
if it were a private firm.
Manion. former dean of the
Notre Dame Law School, in a
radio broadcast Sunday right, call-
ed for "Maas public actran" led by
labor unions and insurance corn-
patnies to demand -that this whole
baffling b.11 of wax be submitted
to a jury of scientifi.- accounting
actuaries from Cie 12 largest life
insuranco companies of the coun-
try." •
•
Manion said no reserve is al-
lowed to build up Oa the social se-
clarity fund because the money "is
lifted out and spent for the grn-
eral expenses If the government"
"In place of 'cash." he said, 'the
government arts it. owl', IOUs —
government bonds — into the re-
serve funds. Instead of an asset,
therefnre. the trust fund turns
into an interest-bearing liability."
he said
"If a priva:e Insurance compare
tried this stunt, 'its responsible of-
ficers would end up in the porn-
tentlary." Manion :Md.
SET FOREIGN ECONOMIC POLICY
Joseph M. Dodge John Foster Dulles George M. Humphrey
(lief rman State Treasury
Ezra Taft Benson Sinclair Weeks Harold fa. Staasee
Agriculture Commerce Foreign Operations
THESE SIX officials, headed by Joseph M. Dodge, former Budget •
director, form President Eisenhower's new Cauncil on Foreign
Economic Policy. The council is to function on a permanent basis
R. PO .hatUre "orderly development" of prog-rarna, finternatioassi),
. .
Air Traffic Is
Becoming Problem
WASHINGTON Via —1"411ffic pro-
blems in the sky are getting to be
nearly as bad as those on the
highways
As America takes snore to the
air, in speedier planes the space
available in the sky gets smaller
and smaller
A federal aviation official said
today the problems of overcrewd-
ed airlsines is the most serious of
all io the intricate realm of aeron-
autics.
To find a means of handling the
problem. the Civil Aeronautics Ad-
ministration is expermenting with
traffic control at its teet labor-
atories in Indianapolis, Ind.
The CAA is working on two pro-
jects, an electronic brain and a
mock-up airport which imitates
actual airport situations.
The brain still being tested, can
store vast amount of information
as to what plane is where at every
instant On request, it selects the
appropriate course for each one
approaching a field.
The mock up airport —actually
a map projected on a screen —
treats the problem with human
control in an effort to find the
best solution •
The map may be of a few square
miles or a few thousands, depend-
ing on the scale desired. It is pro-
jected on a large screen nt the
end of an auditorium at the teat
center.
The audience is Ig women, wives
of men who work at the test labor-
atories or at the adjacent Indian-
apolis airport.
Each of the women sits at a
panel of dials and controls a
plane appoaching the airport. The
plane shows on the map as a spot
of light, which comes from i pro-
jector at each panel.
- Behind the .screen is radar
equipment which picks up each
plane. The radar operators, with
the whole problem of converging
aircraft .laid out in front of num.
anddirect movements to a smooth
speedy landing for all.
They call it a "synamic air
It attic control simulator."
Concord One Of
Favorites In
Christmas Tourney
MAYFIELD — Mayfield. New
Concord and Bardwell are favor-
ites in the eight-team Mayfield
Christmas rournament ,A• h i cli
opens normal-row with four games
The first-rennet schedule paired
'New Concord and Cave-In-Rock.
III Bardwell and Paducah St
Mary's. Benton and Clinton: end
Mayfield and Brewers Semi-finals
will be played Wedneadav ant the
consuls turn and title tame will be
played Thursday night.
Decision Expected To Be
Made By Late Afternoon
By WILBUR 6.• LANDREY
United Press Staff Correspondent
PARIS ile --The French Nation-
al Assembly began the final rounds
of debate today over the agonieing
decision on German aeormament,
Premier Pierre Mendes-France,
fighting not only for German re-
armament and the West European
Union but for the life of his own
government as well, won import-
ant new support just before the
debate was renewed at 3 p.m.
9 am EST.
Before the day is out, the as-
sembly is expected to vote on two
questions of confidence which
Mendes-France must survive if his
government is to continue. LIned
up solidly against him were the
Communists, jubilant over their
initial victory last Friday which
resulted in an intiel decision to
reject German arms in the defense
of Western Europe.
But coming to the premier's de-
fense today, in a caucus just prior
to resumption of debate, was the
power bloc of some 145 Indepeni-
ents which urged its members not
to wreck the Atlantic coalition by
voting against him.
Their vote could swing the bal-
ance in his favor.
The group includes unaffiliated
deputies_ overseas independeios, in-
dependent peasants and dissident
Gaullis-ts.
Some 35 of the Independents
voted against the Western Euro-
pean Union. WELT. when France
stunned the Western world Friday
by rejecting this phase of the
Paris accorde to rearm Western
Germany Another 40 abstained,
while 61 voted in favor.
Mendes-France staked the fate cf
Big Three Western unity and his
own premiership as wet! on the
votes this afternoon Long debate
on the two votes could carry the
chamber into a night session.
Informed snurees said Mendes-
Report Issued On
Relationship Of
Cancer, Cigarettes
BERKELEY. Calif. arl —Two
cancer experts have issued reports
on laboratory tests conducted to
determine if there is any reJaticm-
ship between cancer and, the tars
and smoke produced by burning
ciearette paper
Their views were expressed Sun-
day during a chemistry meeting of
the American Association for the
Advancement for Science.
Dr. D V Lefemine of the Mlimi
Cancer Research Institute reported
he had burned the paper from
1.000 king-sized cigarettes and iso-
lated large amounts of a cancer-
causing agent known as benapv-
rene This substance han canoed
cancer in laboratory•• animals.
Lefernine said the amounts rut
the enripound in the tobacco Sod(
war "neglrgible."
Lefemine said he and his col-
leagues are now trying to discover
the possible cancerous effect of
benzpyrene on human lung tissue
grown in the laboratory
Dr Paul Kotin, of the University
of Southern California Medical
School immediately challenged
Lefemine's report
"The relation between the Miami
laboratory tests and the actual
burning of ellearet paper in normal
human smoking is so remote as
to make it incapable of compari-
enn with human experience.' }Co-
lin said
Kotin, noted for his studies rf
the effect of smog .,and other tim
pollutants on lung cancerl, de-
scribed a long study of the cancer
producing effect on tars and paper
and the atmosphere.
"We have compared the potency
of tars from cigarette tobacco and
Paper with that of tare collected
from the atmosphere." Kotin said.
"Milligram for milligram. the
atmosphere tars are 700 to 900
times more potent cancinneens
cancer producers"
At the end of the discuasion.
Lefemine admitted that his Miami
studies represent "a purely chemi-
cal experiment, and do not esta-
blish any relationship between
smoking and cancer."
-
France himself was increasingly
optimistic as the showdown ap-
proached. The action of the Mee-
pendents may well have otieheti
him over the top. since many have
voted against him on recent i5SIMS.
Mendes-France made a bold Wad
Sunday night for sorely-needed
support when he boosted tea 10
per cent the government payments
to families for children. It Yens
a gamble for popular Republican
votes and for popular backing.
Third Vote Possible
Today's votes were on aeparete
parts of the package agreement on
West German rearmament. If Men-
des-France survives them he wilt
seek a third confidence vote hoer
in the week on the reversal of the
assembly's Fnday morning vote
against the Western European TTn-
ion.
Mendes-France. fighting what
every weapon at his comment:1,
planned a final ailpeal this affair-
neon to persuade the deputiee to
revtree their decision and keep
France in step with her \Teat-on
partners.
Both Washington and London
backed him up with warnings. The
Communists made an all-ceit ef-
fort to defeat him and Moscow Ra-
dio denounced both Britain and
the United States for "interfering"
in French affairs.
US Ambassador C Douglas Dil-
lion and British Ambassador Sir
Gladwyn Jebb were in close touch
with their home gevemments
Today's votes come on these
matters:
1. A vote on German entry into
NATO and on the complicated pro-
tocols spelling out the rearrnameet
details.
2 A vote against two °menet-
ments which would delay appreival
of German rearmament for ra
long as a year. The same vote
would approve another amendment
making sure Germany accepts the
new agreement with France an the
Saar.
West Faces Crisis
If Mendes-France wins he will
immediately demand another con-
fidence vote to reverse last W PP+. 'I
early morning rejection of the
WEIL the organization of uni•y
and control which is the head of
the whole defense system.
If Mendea-Franee loses he must
!ensign. leavine France without a
government at a crucial time. If
he loses the Western powers would
fact their gravest crisis since the
Communists overran China.
[ Britain has warned that if Men-
iaes-France fails it *ill withdraw'
its historic promise to tie four arid
one-third British divisions to con-
tinental defense in peacetime hia
has been a major aim of France's
foreign policy
Britain also has owarned in Want
language seldom heard from the
tradition-bound foreign office that
Germany will be rearmed in any
case, that is, without France. The
United States was consulted fully
before this statement
Poll Takers To
Make Rounds Soon
WASHINGTON',n - Offirial
government poll takers may tan
you on the shoulder during 'he
next two months and ark, you:
Whether you bought a Car in
1954'
Whether you plan to buy one in
1955. or buy a house?
How much are you saving'
. How do you feel about your cur-
rent financial set•up? About your
future!
These questions, and others. wilt
be asked by interviewer. working
for the University of Michiganai
survey research center which titn•
the poll for the federal reserve
You may be asked the queation•
If you live in Baltimore Boston,
Chicago. Cleveland, Detente 1.01
Angeles. New York. PhIladelphin.
Pittsburgh. San Frame'sco. sr,
Louis. Washington, or in 54 stnallea
cities and rural areas.
The persons to be interviewed a
are picked at random If they
pick you, you won't have to give
your name, and the answers yo,t
give will be held in -strictest con-
fidence
The resells will be published in
the spring.
•
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NItiNDAY, DECEMBER 27, 1954
Five Years Ago Today
Ledger and Times File
December 27, 1954
Funeral servi,c, for Robertson Saunders, agc_70,, will
be held at the J. H. Churchill Funeral Chapel Wednes-
day afternoon at one o'clock.
The nation is going back to work this morning after
a three-day holiday devoted to peace and good will, but
marred by tiolent death at the hands of fate. The latest 
shows 580 .persons lost their
of is this morn-
ing north cent-
ral drizzle last
the
light
count
rain
southeast
ry
and
part
getting
drizzle.
of he
lives.
just Plain wet
Much of the
nation had
and early this morning, though it froze in some
northern sections. creating dangerous road conditions.
Mr. and Mrs. Rob Lamb have had their daughter
Mrs Floyd Pugh and family of Erin. Tenn.. as guests
for .the holiday sea•••,,
BACK TO COURTROOM AGAIN
...,
a la in y tripe from
reappearance of tha Jury. Dr Samuel Sheppard pauses with
!Sheriffs Deputy James Kilroy, to whom be is rumdcullad. whale
Kilroy searches for door key in Cnminal Courts building. The jury
%as attempting to strive at • verdict us Dr. Sam's trial in Cleae-
tn the murder of his wi.fs. (htfensafteees4)
Be ALINE MOSBY
Unified Press Staff Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD RP Cupid final-
ly scored a win in movietown this
year with H,oilyv--ood historians.
chalking up 1954 as the year of
the parade to the altar
Weddings and engagement: out-
numbered the divorces and sep-
arations for the first time in many
years. and the Hollywood tires<
handled a steady stream of cham-
pagne receptions and lists of things
old, new. borrowed and blue
The three biggest marriage
,,t•-,riet•— also three of the nation's
top news stories — starred June
Haver and Fred macMurray. mari-
iyn Monroe and Joe DiMaggio and
Suzan Hall and Dick Long.
June. who once gave up Holly-
wood to be a nun and widower
11Licaturray eloped to Ojai. Calif..
June 29 Suzan walked on her arti-
ficial kg for the first time since
lining her kg to cancer when she
wed actor Long in Santa Barbara
April 11
MazillYD, Jae SUB Date
Marilyn. J bride un Jan 14. was
a chvoccee in October But even
unhecama wound up on cupids
side of the ledger. The couple still
date.
Pier Angell and Vic Dement's
formal church wedding Nov 24
was the big social event of the
year It aLset was a surprise be-
cause Damone had dated Pier's
twin si5te4 Mnrissa Pavan. Willie
the bride had been a twosome 'a ith
actor James Dean.
The rice-and-oki-shues circuit
ie as busiest in November Vet-
Ellen and oilnian Vic Rothschild.
Jane Powell and auto dealer Pat
Nerney. Eleanor Parker and artist
Paul Clements and Johr Wayne
.ind Paar Palette tied the knot.
Other 1954 weddings included
Robert Taylor and Ursula Thne,s,
Audrey Hepburn anal Mel Fairer
and Grouch. Marx and Eden Hart-
ford
4Pen. 61Y It • h oleniuts. •i,Mjrl.•
,
Brandt. and Liberate, were cai
away by romance Liberace an.
i •
neuiseed he would like to marry I
dancer Joanne Rio in a year. but
he since has returned to his moan-
er Brandy gave up his T-snut ;
fur a Homburg nat and a Freneh
fisherman s  daughter.  Jost ne
Berenger Anether popular in-
malice was that of Debbie Reyn-
olds and Eddie Fisher. whose en-
gagement party peled many wed-
dings in the film colony Gene
Tierney and .dily Khan had a fling,
0 Rigged Divorce Kenn
I On use minus side of the ro-
mentic neva& Susan Hayward was
the star of the year s biggest di-
vorce battle when she fought to
keep husband Jess Barker Irons
her fttrtune Jane Wyman .Mrs.
Jeff Chandler and Leslie Caion
won divorces Linda Christian and
Tyrone Power called an -nd tea
,their marriage and the maa.sips
'said it was no coincidence that
actor Edmund Purdan anti his
wife. Tito did. too
! Separations bioke up the mnr-
' riniges of Victor Mature Gregitry
Perk, Betty Hutton. Barbara Rushcl
and Gloria De Haver
In. the rest of the vital statioica
annulment. cieeth claimed one of
Hollywood's most respected actars.
Linnet Barrymore.
Babies were welcomed by Audie
Murphy Stephen McNally Ann
' Blyth and Edmund Purdom
SHE'LL MARRY MAL WHITFIELD
SWEDISH BEAUTY Birgit Johanason. 26, holds a 
photo of Negro
track star Mal Whitfield in Los Angeles as she confirms report
they will wed when be returns from an international goodwill
tour Bova daughter of a Stockholm builder. said ,,he met the
Olympic games gold medal winner in Sweden. With Birgit, for-
mer schoolteacher who came to Los Angeles last year, 
is a friend,
Carolyn Clear. I irtferadeiona4 Sou ruiptionel
QUICK STOP, DID IT
A TOO-QUICK S101 caused the big 10-tonner to climb all over the 
little convertible. trapping Mrs El -
Iont Riarliburn under the passenge* ear eh, el in Lot ; Beach, Calif She had braked 
suidenly to avec,:
tuttlng ra-”, • ••,••I mime 
f istaraaj an •
_
More Boys
Left Handed
Ian Gills
THE LEDGER AND TIKES, MURRAY, KENTLIC11:2 1.;% C449.4.-L-PitKI3Ett.27.- 1954
"Honest John"
Batteries Pkced
I Bill Of Rights
F or Children
Is Outlined
TORONTO Ralate Reuben
Stumm outlined a seven-p take bill
of rights fin children after h:
daughter. Rena. 13. was confirmed
in the Jewish faith.
"We hear a .ot of .11k about
rights these days — rights
minority rights, the rights of Id-
bor.- Rabbi Slonim ,aid "1 alts
interested in the rights of chil-
dren."
In his bill of rights for chldrelit
:he rabbi -said:
Every_sluld 144..i...rialai...to a
sound mind and a sound body ,the
rtght to be born under proper con-
ditions, to be given the :,ght kind
of prenatal care, to be Mot-Unit on
under hygenic surroundir.gs,- to ri
ceive prompt and efficient medical
attention.
2. Every child has a r‘ght to
deeent home. "I cannot help but
believe that landlords who refuse
to take children are social pure-
sites and should be conde itned as
anti-social,' Slo.iim sa:1.
3. Every child has a right to a
nappy home with two loving par-
ents. Psychologists tell us that
two parents are ameba-my to
child's sense of security,'
4. Every child bas a right to
parents who love eanh other. "I
emember one day teeing two ch I 1-
ken quarreling or. the aidewale
When I tried to stop them they
looked surprised and one of them
said :We're not quarreling, we're
just playing Pop and Mom.' "
5 Every child has a right to a
good example in his parents:.
"Sometimes a child seems tibiae:-
aus to what we do But when ha
becomes self-conscious and betens
to think about his behavior, he
falls into the pattern Sc' by 'vs
parents."
6. Every child has a right not to
Loyalty Checks Save his security- underm:ned by
Weed Undesirables the oviar-pneection of parents.
-Perhaps the greatest fault of the
WASHINGTON -- Pierce mod
ern home Is over-protection"
J
Gekr.47.4genegii pilianset of the
C]flIlgervice r,vramistoori:• )5559'g
ported that loyalty checks are
Osucceesfully eliminating unites-ire.
ble Ameriaans" from jobs with in-
ternational organizations.
By NAUMAN 55 sdi< not Gerety made the report in a let.
Lasted errs' Titan "rresPundeul  ter resigning os chairman of the
WASHINGTON - l• may In- International Organizan• ns Ern-
*crest you to know that there are rooyees Loyal' Board Geretv
twice as many left-handed little 0 said the board hail finished 3.91"
boys as thetr are left handed cases and has Only pending. He
ggls. did not say how many mencan,.
.f any, had been ousted or blockedThat is according to M.ss Jerlyn
from getting jobs.Madison. a hand-writine
who hag been runreng a-atind :me beard as
 se: up 
month'
country and writing *nen te' ago to carry out President Eisen-
',Mee teachers laokine. into the
question of wh is pert ,ailed and
who isn't
Jerlyn. wilt, works for a pen
company. learned Witt everybody
else knew before the pen people
spent all of that money ten -e-
search-nobody kno.vs what makes
a person left handed!
Michelangelo A Saiditelaw.
"But." she added. "if you have
a left handed child you lave riots-
mg to worry about Point the kies
up to a hero Leonardo Da Vinci
and Michelangelo, two of the
greatest painters of all time'.
were left handed And how abon
Babe Rath and Robert 1101*.•11
Lefty Grove
But. Miss Madison sate, a left-
handed ctuld does have a, mild
prablem He Lves in a wold
where an awful lot of things ar •
designed with only the,,right hand-
ers in mind
In the old days. who 01 mast •-•••
even *gave a lefty the ruler-ce.
over the knuckles Theo. don't :1••
that any more.
He has to learn an ereirely
ferent technique," she told m?
"When he is very young leave him
alane If he picks up his Rproi
%nth the left hied. it's all right.
But give han all the help y••ti
can."
And when, he goes te school tale
with the teacher and let het know
his problem,
can' a t live fine normal life." no
said
ere is no reason why hi'T:' .
After aft ,as my pen pa: pools
Out.
Now if a kid write, with he
left hand, they let him And the
pen people are tiylng to he' p
Out comes n ter e left handed
fountain pen The point is slanted
the other way for the southpaws
who write straight up and down.
There :.4 another compile tted point
for those who practically stand on
thor heads when they sign .the -
nasrh,em•
e ch.ldren when Coy gel
Mehl schnel have tetehle w I
.narthend if they are left hand -
'dine Sera' to get along fine 0-.
of the old Line stenogr..phers :
Cattgrete who refused to learn to •
lee Us, the pew (angled mechano•
-t.rintype rot hinea, ,t .1 uses
dip pen ,.'id doe, eight sto ed•
with hts left-hand iti• rthand
A Few beggestinea
If your young-un is left-halite-fa
of o Anton, 0••••. fine nela nue
'tower's •irdia tel check all Amen'
cans working for or seeking jobs
with some 40 international argon.-
zatanis
Curet) said he will step aut al
has job :is .00n as a icpeacemen'
Can be found because of the pres-
sure of h., "Vie: duties VI com-
mission general c••unse' and a-
legal adviser to comm.ss on Chair-
man Philip Young
New Ike Medal
fp7
THIS NEW bronie presidential
medal is in hands of President
Eisenhower. the 34th In the
presidential series, which began
with George Washington.
Treasury Secretary George
Humphrey preaeritad the medal
at weekly Cabinet meeting The
medal Is three Inches in dia-
meter. was dealgoed by 12 S.
!Cat artists In Philadelphia.
One atde is a lea relief of the
President by oculptor Gilroy
Roberts The other side Is fig-
ure "Freeclunt." which stands
on U S Capitol. Scene at
right of figure represents east-
ern half of the U.S., with farrn-
er plowing and city building be-
yond. To left are pioneers
STU A'l'. Germany, -itri —
The 'It n 'St John" longrange at til-
lery ticket has been added to
the store of new weapons defend-
ing We atm Eu.opea the U.S
Army announced today
'he 7th Army disclosed that an
unspecified number of "Honest
John" rocket batteries have ar-
rived in Europe and are being its-
signed to "permanent stations in
the NATO defense."
The rocket is the third •.voirpon
from the Army's atomic arsenal to
—
EA:try_ ,igtesViti a _rig4.t. ta.-lia-
ng to a nyttinWial relisiuuLogs-1
&lion -A child can be :those a.
neutral to rellgon as he :an be to
sea_ If parents refuse their "ie-
sponsibitity to teeeh children up•
these things mean at their h
children will get their .de
where."
Pope's Choice?
CARDINAL MONT1141 (above),
Archbishop of Milan, is believed
to be the Pope's choke as a suc-
siessur in the event of his death.
Cardinal Montini recently re-
ceived tus red hat at the Vance*.
'4 oe' -le
66
.6
•••?
04.- •
be sent to Europe The others ale
the huge 280-mm- cantina, and the
"Matador" pilotless bomber squad-
rons All three can utilize conven-
tional or atomic warheads.
AUTO INSURANCE
LOW COST
Pay While Yeala Drive
343 Main Street, Phune 542
AUOlitiT F. WILSON, Agent
A Three Days
Cough lsYour
Danger Signal
caisson redness PRADP(6 because
Koss tato the bronchial ystem to help
arid expel germ laden phlegm
nature to soothe and heal raw,
, inflamed bronchial membranes,
aranteed to please you or money re-
_. Ca110121111111011 hu stood this test
leillistal elf users.
ONUESIOP1
levei Cush., Cells, Atari araeshitis
Sot
The
first
'for an three
AUTO' LIFE • FIRE
with State FAnn lasuranct.
Wayne Wilson
People, Bank Bldg
(all .21
Murray Ready Mix Co.
"Your Every Commie Need"
rilOUC 1,228 Illturra),
/a
•••
i Is
CLEARANCE
SALE
Yes folks, we want to clear our lot to
make room for more Trade-Ins on
All New 1955 Fords
If You Don't Takc Advantage Of These
Bargains You Are Missing An Opportunity
Why drive that old car through the Christmas Holidays?
See These Bargains Today
We Are Bound To Have a Car To Suit You.
We have the lowest finance rate in town and we have the
finance plan that makes your payments for you if you
get sick.
Why Worry? Drive a Better Used Ciir
TODAY!
MURRAY MOTORS, Inc.
Murray, Ky.
-••••••••••••••••••11.• ••••..•••••••..••••••wommommm......
•
J954
hors me
and the
7 squad-
conven -
- 
-
CE
Wive
e 1142
Agent
SI
/Vr
rita=
meajt
mbranes.
iolye7 ee-
1 do test
mN
Ifeeehitie
amass
witson
Many styles, colors, fabrics to
choose from. You will find pour
suit choice here. Come in today,
for your bargain.
mON6AT',ifittrimilthl **). Its4
-
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It's The Big Annual Belk-Settle Company:
MEWS k
lioeboatokeese s
$55.00 Men's Suits On sale at - -
$39.50 Men's Suits on sale at -
$34.50 Men's Sults on sale at -
All Men's
DRESS
-- PANTS
25%
OFF •
All 1Vines
TOPCOATS
On Saie At
ONENALF
PRICE
•
SPORT 5
Tested-Quality Merchandise
For Your, Enjoyment
Is Wool .or Corduroy
$3.95 Value  $2.95
$4.95 Value  $3.95
$ 12.50 Value  $7.95
$14.95 Value  $8.95
- Get Your Sport Shirt Value Today -
PP
Men's
Corduroy
Sport Coats
Reg. $14.95
Sale MN
Men's
All Wool
Sport Coats .$19.50' to $22.50
Sale $15°°
One Lot $pio
Sale $1750
rim 
•
_ $3950
_ $2950
All Sales Final
Piece Goods
All
New Fall
Woolens
v2
PRICE
One Table
1.79 & 1.98 Suiting
SALE
$10° yd.
SALE STARTS TUESD4Y----ENDS ON SATURDAY
For The Ladies
SALE OF ALL DRESSES
Reg. $2.95 & $3.95,  Sale Price $2.00
Reg. $4.95 & $5.95  Sale Price $3.00
Reg. $7.95 & $8.95  Sale Price $5.00
Reg. $10.95  Sale Price $6.00
Reg. $12.95  Sale Price $7.00
Reg. $14.95  Sale Price $8.00
Reg. $16.50  Sale Price $9.00
Reg. $19.50  Sale Price $11.00
All
Ladies
One Table
Coats -
Ladies Sweaters -
One Table
Ladies Blouses -. MO
- 1/2 PRICE
- 1/9 PRICE
- I/9 PRICE
n;d 
Table
Gowns - - - - 1/2 PRICE
All Ladies Skirts - - - - 1/2 PRICE
All Hand Bags - - - - 1/2 PRICE
No Refunds
All Children.
No Exchanges
COATS ON _SALE1/2Price
All Boys
Overcoats -
Basement Bargains
ALL BOYS
JACKETS
ALL MENS'
JACKETS
- - OFF
- 
11/2 PRICE
All
Ladies
FALL
SUITS
1/2
PRICE
All
Ladies
BATH
ROBES
1/1
OFF
r, 41,:)-7Ar
V 4° ire
*
MIL
LADIES - FHILDRENS.
SHOESALE
One Table - Odd Sizes and Lots
Ladies Dress Shoes
Values to $1195 Sale 5400
One Table - Odd Sizes and Lots
Ladies Dress Shoes
Values to $895 Sale $300
One Table
Children's School Oxfords
Special $1.98 pr.
S41
/OMEN'S PAGE
Jo Burkeen, Editor ... Phone 694-M-4-0 or 1 150-W
Shah Straightens
Out Diplomats
- - — -
By HARMAN W. NI('HOLS
United Press Staff Correeflislatlewl
WASHINGTON - What's
w in Washington'
When the Shah of Trait was ow
-. en, several problems Arose
rst. the State Department sent
t a press release spelling :t
ahaw." That was withdrawn be-
fare any careless editor let it get
lt,o print.
Next, the high command among
.sr diplomatic corps let it be
town that the Shah's bride, who
Honorary Frosh
CialUtE BOOTHE LUCE, America's
ronbassaaor to Italy. is Mown
.8 Trieste wearirig the Goliardic
ap bestowed upon her as an
honer by Prof A. Ambrisino,
Trieste university president
The cap makes her an ho -ry
I reannistua flaterahrierial)
. •
S.
is 22 and as lovely as anything
out of the picture boeks. i•7.suld be
addressed as "The Empress." The
Shah knocked that one over by
referring always to his lady as
"Queen."
A dinner was held for the visit
trig royalty. Flown here were ex-
actly 73 :rout from our best
streams in the Weat - enough to
feed 73 persons. Exactly 73 per-
sons showed up The hostess was
a little uneasy. What would have
happened sf 74 persons hadi shown
up, Or .f somebody had asked
for seconds?
John roster Dulles, the secretary
Of State. who 43 co-owne- of a pri-
vate airplane. went deer hunting
at Duck Island on Lake Ontario.
Tne secretary got himself a fine
buck Dressed down the deer
weighed 250 pounds. Dulles' pilot.
who took the deer home as a pres-
ent tram the boss, will have 'yen:
son instead of tuikey 'or Christ-
fins with some left over for
Easter.
The new Congress. which will
be corning in shortly. wal find
some of the Same old trappinte-
that have been around Cr a long
time-particularly on the Senate
side Nobody has used snuff ..11
the Senate for mare t nen 29
years But faithfu:•.-
of eaeh session.
two e etal b s. ( ) !:7••
Republican ens% t.ie:her 01
the Democrat. Once in a iv:n:1e,
a senator will stuff some of tr.'
smart in an envelope ar.d take
-tno. for a souver..
_
Fire Chief Unhappy
About Recent Fire
_ER. Tex. Thief
B stesens-.n was un-
aaPPY about a fire today that
swept a cleaning estab:isfuneht
sod destroyed clothing be:origiea
to 40' persons-inckuding the chief.
ACTOR 'RODERICK CRAWFORD w shown (upper right a be g r •sed
on charges of drunkenness and actress Abigail Adams Is shown
lloweri after being booked along with Min on the same chatge
In West Los Angeles. Calif. Crawford, 41, Miss Aciluns. 37, and
actor Myron McCormick were arrested VI laandevUle canyon after
their ear struck a fence Miss Adams reportedly turned the air
blue with language a nen officers arrived, but later apologized,
"It's just that as use that language every day." (international)
Club News ,Activitt e
Weddings Locals
Engagement Announced
40
•
Miss Janice Boyd Crawford
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Baty Crawford of Murray an-t
nounce the engagement of their daughter:Janice Boyd,
to Mr. Alan Walter McAllister. son of Mrs. Walter H.
I McAllister and the late Mr. McAllister of Cincinnati,
Ohio.
The bride-elect ,was graduated from Murray State
College where she wa a member of Sigma Sigma Sigma
'sorority: Mr. McAllister. a graduate of Ohio State Uni-
! versity, is a member o
f Sigma Phi Upsilon fraternity.
The wedding will take place March 26 in the College
• Presbyterian Church in Murray.
',Nichols Pained
Over Passing Of
Circus: Fat Lady
By *AIRMAN W. NICHOLS
United reels Staff Correspondent
WASHINGTON was
, pained to learn of the passenz, of
my favorite eireue fat lady
Her name was Lotus Site aas
big in the right places, but also,. in
' the roc& placm gal, who
- 
- 
----- -
Killed by Gift Gun
',DUCE BLAIN an -almost im-
powit...• accident for death of
Sally Wood (above), 25-year-
old employe of the secret Na-
tional Security agency in Wash-
ington. She was killed by blast
of a 12-gauge shotgun she pur-
chased for a Christmas gift. Po-
lice theorize she loaded the gun,
placed It on a card table, then
jostled the table, knocking gun
to floor. In falling, price tag
caught trigger. (international)
BLIND, SHE ANSWERS 29 DIFFERENT TELEPHONES
tit
• vies
191
MISS BESSIE SAWYER, blind since birth. sitsaan her h
ome in Orange. Calif., with sonic of the 29 diffe^.
ent telephones she answers In operating her Ovate answering
 service. Each phone has a different
bell tone, and thus the Wind woman is able to pie:: up the 
one wbich Is ringing. Clients of the serv-
ice, which she calls -The mere" include 11 (lector., Sr. oxygen 
rervice firrn, and a taxi company
whose dispatrber doesn't Work straight. Mac Sawyer gives 24-hour
 Service, She h7r:,gererna:inosattr,
bousees st‘ei ysarl.
-^
'MP
-
was peat 50 when her end came.
trailed a caboose as big as the
train which carried her around the
country
I would have written about her
years ago, except that I just
learned how to spell hippopotamus.
She died at the Ringling Br is, &
Barnum & Berle winter auartens
in Sarasota Fla . where the two-
ton pachyderm had been retired
several years ago when she started
to go blind and to creak from the
muerte, of old age.
The big girl. when she was able
to kick up her tiny tors and wad-
dle arouad the hippodrome track,
was the darling of millions, young
Slid old.
Across the n.any years, she.
trouped with 'the r.rent and the
near-great of the circus world
Emmett Kelly, the famous sad'
faced clown, never passed her
quarters that he didn t stop ard
give Lotus a frit ndly pat an her
big mesa The wad man alsveys
managed a sr tile In- Lotus end he
said that Lotus seemed to eraile
tight back
It was the same with the trape4
people. the high-wire pe-ple, the
cowboys and ever the tough roust-
abouts
Overhaul Security
WASHINGTON, Dec. 9 11FI —
System Is Asked
One of the nation's top scientific
bodies called today for an over-
haul of the government's securtY
risk system to put more weight on
what a man can do for his coun-
try and less on the risk of em-
ploying him.
The board -of directors of the
Arnetican Association for the Ad-
vancement of Science, in a state-
ment in Sctence magazine. called
the present system a "negative"
one that puts too much emphasis
on guarding present secrets and
not enough on obtaming frest
knowledge.
It said the present program
wastes time and talent, lowers ef-
facLency, slows pi:ogress. makes
govenunent service less desirable
and deprives federal astencres of
"the help of consultants who no.-
seas important information And
rare skills.... "
-With ecientif:c knowledge ad-
vancing In many countrtes... our
major effort should be on further
progress and more advanced entail-
cation instead of upon preserving
the secrecy of the scientific knowl-
edge we already have," the sclem
tuts said.
"We cannot possibly keep scien-
tific knowledge secret: bu' we can
hope to keep ahead of our poten-
tial enemies in basic knowledye
and the application of that know-
ledge.-
The association's directors, who
offered to help the government de-
velop new standards, made two
major proposals:
1. "That greater weight be given
to a man's potential contributions.'
They said the risk involved in an',
case still must be considered. "bra;
for any given position we can af,
ford a larger risk if we stand to
make a great gain than if we cart
expect only a small one."
2. That the nak of hiring some-
one "be, measured with more re
card for the nature of the work
to be done then has frequently
been true in the past."
Property Taxes
Due Last Of Month,
• ---e-
reankfort, ley .--Kientoc'...s pro-
Perty owners were urged to pay
their 1954 property taxes by
December 31 before the hills be-
come delinquent. These bills are
payable at the sheriffs' offices.
Tax bills paid during January
carry a 2 per cent penalty and
after January 31. a 6 per cent
penalty
Property ewners %ere reminded
of these dates by the Department
of Revenue and encouraged to
meet the December 11 deadline to
avoid the penalties for late pay-
ment
The hippo 'pint her salad days
with the Al G Berner. Circus. Al
was the first circus man came to
train a hippo to trip thrussah
sawdust and follow the rest around
the track at the ispenitg and clas-
lrut.
The fat girl, with jaws powerful
IPTl'aIllh to tweak a MACS in half.
never harmed anyone She woe
the tab of a ladle, saint anions the
hind Minds of Die several circus
for which she worked and general-
ly was tabbed as a -glamor girl"
She was that, in fact, in a chmsey
sera of SV.ly
Dr Bill Mann, director of the
Wasnington z.s", who is probaaly
Americas number one circa, tan,
eleb felt the loss of a friend.
Lotus, he said, was a very un-
usual hippo lost. she loved to
travel. But most remarkable Of ad.
are• obviously liked people. Instead
et daispL.yng e surly hippo :resent-
ment of the crowds of humeri%
den alwisys sin rounder her. * he I
throughly enjoyed being a clfr.16
star.
EVq•ir y body is meeting the fat
girl. sad Di. Mann. And that's
sire
Passengers Name
- Is Shortened
- -
RIO DE JANERIO. 57azil ZP
A European - h iund woman
Pweeriger named Ma-, Teresa
Fr.,,'-; se. de Awls di. Concepe.io
I. RriCria F meria 1.4 NoSS::•,-
,1•.de. ca. ;.ado Ce-acao rip
.14 +SI, Pen .,a da Cunha applied
recently fer a ticket, The Pant"
od Aral.] A:' line reportea today
Tney told .t to nei -- wider
M.,•" •
'Enough' of Reds
POLISH tanker Capt. Leonard
Waseweld is ahovan In New
York, where he came from For-
MOM after refusing to return to
his menelesad. His ship was de-
tained, and he asked political
asylum because he had "had
enough of COMMUTIISM " He
lives m U. H. (International)
Quits Farm Post
ALLAN B. KLINE (above) of Wes-
tern Springs, III. resigned as
prealtlent of the American lerm
Bureau federation he has head-
ed since 1947 "for reasons et'
health" Kline, 59. anaminced
his restenatiori at 35th annual
meeting of the federation in
New York. tfereemetowai
•'
Atom Powered
Freighters Are
Forecast
WAS1IINGTON, Dec 16 elt -
Airplane manufacturer Donald W
Douglas today forecast giant atom'
powered air freighters which will
be "able to reach out to the limits
of the world without refueling."
Douglas, head of Qouglas Air-
craft Co., addressed about 600 'ni-
nety, government, and industry
representatives at an air logistics
conference sponsored by the Air
Force Assoceation.
He said nuclear powered air-
freighters of the future will las
"capable cut supplying military for-
ces anywhere on earth in a single
giant stride." .
Meanwhile, Douglas said the air-
craft industry is ready now to pre-
duce huge conventionally propelled
aerial transports which over a per-
iod of time could "do the work of
1500 trucks or 100 railroad box-
cars."
He described a "new conception"
plane which he said "could carry
a 100.000 pound payload at a speed
of some 500 miles per hour at a
range between 1.5110 and 3.500
miles.
Nine such monsters. Douglas
said, could do the week of 191
C-54 Skymasters or 58 C-124s at
one third to one forth the eper-
ating cost and in , than half
the tune.
Testify in Trial
cw DR. SAMUEL SHEPPARD in
Cleveland, where he is charged
with beating Ms wife Marilyn
to death. (Injernatioluil)
Dr. Charles W. Elkin% said be
examined Dr. Sam the morales
of the murder. that Sam was
... "sot confused." MO
laid be saw X-rass ef Dr. Sam%
seek. that there appeared to be
chip fracture, but that other
I-ray• made by the corome
showed so ouch indlestloa.
Heads Farmers-
NEW PRESIDENT of the Ameri-
can Farm Bureau federation Is
Charles B. Shuman (above) of
the Illinois Agricultural mice
elation. He was elected at tha
federation's 45th annual meet-
ing in New York to serve out
remainder of term of Allen B.
Kline. resigned (intsraatIonal)
Ir  Th1(eeps a .e
CAi`.4 ERON $200.00
Also $100 to 2475
Wedding Ring 112.59
Furches
JE NUR ; STORE
113 S. 4th Si, Phone 191-1
JUSTICE DOUGLAS AND BRIDE
SUIPIUMIE COURT PAM" William O. Douglas, 56, and 
his bride,
the former Mercedes Hester Davidson, are shown 
at home of her
parents In Tallulah, La., following their 'marriage. 
She was his
literary research assistant for several years, and 
Is a native of
Oregon. Justice Douglas' first wife, whom he ma
rried In losa,
divorced turn in 1953. ' teter
ria(iond4 Soandphoto)
ASSISTANT PROSECUTOR John Marion (lett) g • a .,,-era in
preparation for atom examination of Dr. Sam Sheppard in first
degree murder trial in C3evaiiimd. Dr. Sam Is shown being brought
into court. •tirsienseiriona0
41. w
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While our shop is closed for inventory, Our
sales department will be open and we will
have our Mr. Charles Cochran located ori our
used car lot, on North 7th Street directly be-
hind Kroger's.
• Remember Our Clearance Sale Is Still Goiag On
Murray Motors Inc.
605 West Main Murray, Ky.
TUESDAY & WED.
Wars
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SCREEN I
LAST TIMES TONIGHT
VARSITY
JANE POWELL in
"ATHENA"
with Edmund Purdom
and Debbie Reynolds
CAPITOL
RO T MITCHUM
in RIVER OF
NO RETURN"
with Marilyn Monroe
NOTICE
Our service department will close for the year
on next Wednesday evening at 5:00 p.rn.
We will be locked in on Thursdaa and Friday
taking inventory and we respectfully request
that you delay your visit or call until neat Mon-
day, January 3,
May we express our deepest appreciation for
your confidence in us and for your patronage
during this past year.
May We Serve You Again In 1955 —
Our parts and service department will reopen
January 3 for the finest in guaranteed automo-
tive service, see our friendly service manager,
Pat Watkins,
Murray Motors Inc.
1
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rvpretientettve in Dew ray. For
1
 Sales. lien, me. Repair contact
Leon Saall, 1411 Pop to phone
1074-R. TFC
MAYE $30.0C DAILY. SELL LUM-
mous nsme plates. Writs Reeves
Co , Attleboio, Mass., fr, e sample
sod details" 
-123p
I SERVICES OFFERED)
suuirc nom, 'TlaIMIT
anti insects. aspen v.ork. Cai.1
441 or bee Sam Kelley tfe
WELLS- WRATHER Portrait ...id
Commercial photograp'; South
Mcle square Mummy. Phone 1419
or 1071
FOR SAILE
Jo rittklY PARA
right age fin training to talk. A"
colors. $3.50 each. Paul Bailey
Route one, Murray, ph. 1330-P
428e
FOR SALE: SMALL HOUSE
trailer. Fully furnishecf.- Has plentv
built-ins. Price dat a bargain Car,
C Alexander, Dexter, 'sts. d2on
Immo 4.44
I FOR RENT
FOR RENT: TWO ROOM FURN•
shed apartment. 207 South Fifth
ehone 13:48-XJ. d271
FOR RENT: UNFLfRNISHEP
apartment with private bath. Right
price to the right party. Close in.
315 North Fourth St. d2lic
FOR RENT: DOWNSTAIRS 3
room furnisked apartment. Private
Near garment factory and hosiery
mill. Call 386-J days, 1625 nights.
d290
I For Sale or Rent I
Garage Apartment Four room
and bath. Utility room. 2 garages
Electric heat. See owner 916 Sycs-
more aftet 4:30 p.m Phons 659-M.
jle
Help Wanted
WANTED: FOR STENOGRAPHIC.
and genttl-al offics work Apply bt
letter giving experience and quid'
fications. Murray Hose's?, Milk
329c
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Weil, pisenenasense • hawk
&WIC us profession& itSIOThIla Charles
Grants. Intros lbw some on. IP 11 > tn.(
•• fairic s grave infraction of lo. al
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CHAPTER SEVEN
It wee a gunny day with Indian
summer haze hanging between the
ridgell• With • little searching
found what I thought was the shelf
of the Hountgun where the eagpe
landed yesterday, over a mile air
line ooistheast ftorn where 1 stood.
I tned to Judge where the square
black mark on the topographic
map fled indicated • house Then
1 climbed in and polies) the Jaguar
onto the road.
1 let It roll down the slope to-
ward the narrow valley.
As I rounded • curve on the aide
of Third Hill 1 came to • mailbox
on the right It was at the en-
trance lo • single-width road or
lane, using the terms loosely, run-
ning south into the trees along the
mountain.
1 got out and %Cited over to the
mallows It was rusty and there
was no aarne on it. What I'd first
thought was a tree snag smothered
in honeysuckle was an old brick
column or square pillar. It had
tv.0 iron pintoes where • gate had
hung The gate and the other brick
pillar had disappeared. The lane
was soft looking with leaves float-
ing in black water in its ruts and
I anew I'd hang up it I tried to
take the Jag Over IS
I got my right wheels oft the
paved road, which meant blocking
ore entrance to the mane. Moc
were tracks from tires going in
or out but trorn the l0Oks ot the
place they might have been some-
one using it tor • turn-arounct 1
locked the ignition, decided I didn't
svant to show up around nere with
binoCulars so I put them in the
rear Compartment and locked it.
Then 1 started along the tane, and
tedlowen It to the house.
The UOUlle was ot crumbling old
brink Wrtiti Shutters at the IOWCI
window* that Dad once been
painted 'White. The small panes 01
Maas 1001ted opaquely black with
reflataillias di yellow teases in them.
There toe n6 verandan, just atone
steps egad • paneled door once
white tike the shutters and, above
It, a tittlight that seemed to grow
like S gracetui, delicate !lingua It
wa.s damp under the trees and cold
as a dive on • not day, but be-
cause of the yellow leaves it wasn't
dark_ They were everywhere, above
and underfoot afirl some had sifted
clown and clung ifrain st rag eiv
,
• .•••••tospalletalawawsswesteo
•-
•111144114., 40
Canned Laug
Latest Star
On Television
By ALINE MOSBY
United Press Staff 42 -pendent
HOLLYWOOD - Television's
latest "star" is a laush machios
front which TV serial comedians
can order custom-made audience
laughs from giggles to howls.
This invention is the climax in
the trend of T.V. comedies to have
guffaws mysteriously corning from
an unseen and oft-non-existent
audience, a device *the industry
thinks helps fans at home to
laugh harder.
Engineer Charlie Douglas. a
technical director at CPS - Ts.'
invented the machine that alrei.cly
is secretly used by many programs
on all networks.
The giggles come from six rolls
of tape-recorded laughs fitted into
a box the size of a portable phono-
graph. On the outsidc are six
levers, like keys on a pipe organ.
Pressing lever No. 1 produces a
three second casual chuckle. The
other keys build up until No. 6 IS
fit only for a side-splitting hilir-
loos joke.
The keys can be played in a
variety of delicate combinations,
sts.h pressoig 1 and 3 in quick
succession fur J delayed-reaction
gag.
Supports Live Shows
Harry Ackerman. West COS15.
head of CBS-TV, says ths network
has used the new machine only to
supplement studio audience laugh-
ter on two live shows, "That's My
Boy" and "Life With Father."
Both programs hsve f: Sered in
the ratings and -That's My Bs,
has folded.)
"On 'That's My Boy' the actor;
couldn't seem to learn to time
their laughs," Ackerman explain-
ed. "And 'Life With Father' usds
such heavy period sets the 'studio
audience can't see the ...action to
laugh."
;ermon added he is "unalter-
opposed So mechanstal lough
s", for the shows that CBS
"f .1...ove Lucy." for example,
led with an aadienee chick-
the sound stage.
Used In Sense Films
many another filmed comedy
.ed by other companies has
merely "canned" laugh tracks
sole producers ay. rushing
one of Doughte laugh ins-
's definitely a need for the4
boxwood that must have been as
old as the house
I was in the yard now.
I thought the place was deserted
WI 1 moved around the boxwood.
In the wispy, leaf-strewn grass
something straightened and peered
at me, like • woodchuck that
straine for • sound it can't identi-
fy. Was a tiny colored Woman.
gnarled and ancient as the old
apple trees hack the lane and with
• face as wrinkled as their frun
There was • faded blue scarf tied
around her skull had knotted In
front, and one thin hand had a
crooked grasp on some twigs that
looked brittle like the bony angers.
The other band kept a fixed grtp
on her apron gathered into a pouch
that held more twigs. Under the
black coat and the checked apron
1 could see purple cotton dram
that reached the ground.
She was standing quiet, partly
bent, peering to the left of me with
cloudy eyes like an old dogs.
nodded but she went on looking
past me and realised she was as
blind as the %Imam of the house.
"How do you do?" 1 saw her
flinch. "1 was taking a walk and
1 came out the lane. Who lives
here?"
"Who Is you?"
"You wouldn't know me. I'm
Just out for a walk."
The 'black leathery face was
teaching tor me. "Who 'is you, you
don't know Mr. Anson Metcalf ?"
"Cricket, quit talking to
The girl came around the corner
of the house and stopped, staring
as if she were looking at some-
thing she'd never seen before. She
had nothing on me.
She was tall and awfully young,
probably not eighteen, with dark
honey pair tied back with • rib-
bon. She haa on leather-fronted
shooting pants and a tight-fitting
wine colored suede vest over a
yellow abort sleeved shire The
pale haZel eyes were deep-set and
lighter than the hair and the small
nose looked as it a sculptor nad,
on er cond thought, reworked and
refined the nostrils and bridge,
spreading the torm with his
thumbs into the planes ot the wide
cheek bones, leaving the nose
rather turned-up and almost too
sensitive for the width of face.
She had • slender waist, broad
shoulders, long legs and arms that
all allowed structural details a
little too clearly-too thin and kid-
dish for a luscious shape but ,the
kind of lanky figure with small,
high breasts and engin it pelvis
that swam, clothes hang on roes
1010\\%Vi4
16_ 
ly. Her right hand aas lean as a
boy's, the other 1 coulcin t see It
was cased in • huge glove like •
hockey gauntlet. On the stiff leath-
er ast, hooded in a funny little
tufted cap, sat a hawk about the
sue ot • crow.
Seeing net under these primeval
trees, standing there in her leather
vest, with a leather pouch flanging
from a shoulder strap and holding
the (anon as at it were something
she did every morning about this
time, 1 was somewhere in middle
-Europe around the fifteenth cen-
tury.
Her lips weren't very full, which
added to the boyish look but the
mouth wasjarge and the tight eyes
together with those cheekbones
gave her a sort ot tehne expres-
sion. She wasn't beautiful but 1
had the idea her lace would Save
a certain piquancy if she ever
smiled. Right now, she waan't do-
ing IL
I could see it was going to be
up to me to make conversation.
"Are you Mr. !Metcalfe daugh-
ter?"
"He a my brother." Her voice
was husky as U it niacin t been
wasted on many words.
''1'm on • camera holiday." 1
tapped my Lena. "Your lane
looked interesting so 1 just kept
itassw•I . Would you let me taae
a pm re of that talcon? That s
what is, isn't at"
"It's • terset" She said it as if
I ought to know these things.
"Ls that • sand ot tenon S'
"It a a male peregrine. A female
actual be caned a (anon."
1 gathered It 1.411.5 like calling •
female dog a dog-or inversely.
"I'd like to get rum in butilighle
at 'A e can find a spot," I said.
She seemed a little mote rows
now we were talking about Ii,'
hawk and said she would put him
on his block. 1 bad no idea what !
that was but I walked around to
the back of the house with net
with the old colored woman hmp•
mg alter us.
"Can she gct around alone!" 1
1 moved my need toward the bent
torm beraind me.
"Cricaet ?" She scented surptisf
and then said, "Yes."
"She is blind, isn't she7"
"She knows her way. She's beer
here so tong."
"Do you live here with your par•
crate?" .
She gave me that odd defensive
look again. "There are Just brother
and I. And Cricket"
The girl crossed to something s
the yard. .
'T. Be stnetierod ,
TIE LEDGER AND TIMM, MURRAY, KENTUCKY
hsI machine," enthused inventor Doug-las. "So many lilmed shows usehorrible laugh tracks. And on live
shows there's so much damera
movement studio audiences often
can't see the action. On my ma
chine you have any type of laugh
sir any situation"
A CBS enginesr who showed me
the ma,hine said directors order
laughs by writing "No. 6" or "No.
3" on the script. How they decide
which Joke gets ix hich laugh, o•
whether the home ateisetce will
agres with
know.
the decision, he didn't Burgler Too
Intent On Work
Bad Example Set
By Director
INDIANAPOLIS. Ind. - Ivan
veKernolde:wno conducts drivels
tests for the Indiana Motor Vet:v-
ele Bureau. list his driver's license
for a year Monday for reckless
and ciruaiten at iving
FORT WORTH, Tex. RP - Jere
S. Moore, 50, faced a charge nf
attempted burglary today because
he was too intent on his work.
Officers H. L. Byrd mi O. A
Jones said they waiked up be!is
Moine and stood there for
time as he removed pieces ,
from a window he had brok
hamburger stand
NANCY
OH, DEAR--- I
FORGOT TO
SEND MY
CHRISTMAS
CARDS
f
C1e-
41tiva
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MAX H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
Superior Ambulance Service
Equipped With Oxygen
31i N. 4th St., Murray, Ky.—Phone 98
-THE FRIENDLY FUNERAL HOUR"
By Al Capp
MERRY CHRISTMAS,
EVERYONE 
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DO YOU :TH-Li
THEY'DTHIN 7--,_,,,
LEND ME ‘
SOME
MONEY ?
—v.
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_2_,._
If
NO-- - YOU
HAVE TO
PUT UP
SOME
SECURITY
ii 
UL' ABNER
•
WHAT'S THAT?
OH, SOME
LAN D
LIKE A
FARM OR
LOT
46.4
•
e•14,
lye*.
THERE OUGHT TO BE
ENOUGH LAND HERE TO
BORROW A DIME ON
II
•••• _••••••01
1.0••••••
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a
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• HONEST ABE
IS SIGHT',
SMART, NATO-3ERLY -r.BUT;
HE H.AIN'T NEVAH SAID
NOTH IN' bUT - - -
5-
AUNTBE55/ES
wEDOMG DAY -
DO YOU'RE THE NEW
BUTLER?- WELL, rm
OLD BUTLER!!
-AND I KNOW ALL
THE DIRTY TRICKS
IN THIS RACKET.F.r-
A BRIE an' SLATS
WELL ARE YOU
HANDIN' OUT THE
LONG GREEN-OR
ONLY FLASHIN
IT. AND WHAT
DO I DO IRATE
IT'
HE
SAYS
THAW'
NiCE AN'
CLEAR -
BUT'
NOTHIN"
ELSE!!
MEBBE, WHEN HE
SEES ALL THIS
STUFF IN HIS STOCKIN,
HE'LL GIT SO
EXCITED HE WILL
SAsr SUMPTHIN'
ELSE F'
THE NEXT MORNIt:G
By Znaie Bushmiller
7-I'VE COUNTED THE SILVER,
UNDERSTAND? -AND NO
) STUFFiNG SANDWICHES
' IN YOUR POCKETS, TO
SELL LATER!!
AND NOW-CM YOUR
TOES.7- lOU'RE ABOUT
TO RECEIVE THE CREAM
OF SOCIETY -NOT A
BUNCH OF FROWZY
OLD HAGS!!
YOU LIVE Iii
A HOUSE, I
PRESUME -A
REAL .OLD
DILAPIDATED
HOUSE
OdREAM reOUL- MAGAZINE
WANTS TO TEAR"DOWN THIS
DUM OLD• FASHIONED
HOUSE AND BUILD YOU
A STREAMLINED,
COMPLETELY MODERN
STRUCTU" .A
VERITABL _
PARADI SE OF
LABOR SAVINe:
OEvICItS.• iw
'A •
THAT'S IT -YER A
BLARSTED REAL
ESTATE SALESMAN'
I MIGHTA SNIFFED
e
YOU RE GETTING
WARM, PAL-
BUT I'M NOT
'SELLING, I'M
GIVING::
IF-WELL HE;ZE'S
GROGGINS ACRES,
MISTER. YOU STILL
WANTS T'
NEGOTIATE'
SRN r
I (CHUCKLE
SURE DO:
YOUR FATHER IS THE REASON,
GIRLS. WE WANT THE OLDER
GENERATION OF AMERICANS
TO BECOME NEW
-HOME
CONSCIOUS.
FOR uS
iTS GOOD
BUSINESS
DID YOU
(GASP)
SAY
FRE& ?
Nan
By Raeburn Van Buren
I WANT TO GIVE
YOU A 'BRAND-NEW,
MOOERN, UP-TO -
i_2-. DATE NOUSE - •
ABSOL UTELY
FREE
AND AU_ THESE YEARS
THE BOYS AROUND TOwN'S
BEEN CLAIMIN' NA
NOTHIN' BUT A LAZY
B.IM LUCKY T'HAVE ANY
OLD ROOF OVER MY HEAD;
Ti
1
S.
11
/OMEN'S PAGE
Jo Burkeen, Editor
Shah Straightens
Out Diplomats
-
By HAILMAN W. NICHOLS
Umited Press Staff Cotreasiesdent
WASHINGTON (lp — What's
n w in Washington'
When the Shah of Iran was ow
s est. several problems arose
.rat. the State Depart-rent sent
I a press ieleeee spelling :t
-Maw." That was withdrawn be-
fere any careless editor let it get
ito print
Next, the high command among
er diplomatic corps let it be
. sown that the Shah's bride. who
Honorary Frosh
CLARE SOOTHE LUG, America's
earibassador to Italy. is shown
is T-neste wearing the Gollardic
ap bestowed upon net as an
honor by Prof A_ Ambrisino,
Trier* university president
The cap males her an ho fairy
freaninarg (listf-isotio
. . . Phone 69-1-N1-4-0 or 1 150-W
- end as eything
sie st the pictuic levee s mid be
addressed as The Empress." The
Shah knocked that one over by
referring always to his lady as
"Queen."
A dinner was held for the Visit
ing royalty. Flown here were ex-
actly 73 trout from our best
streams in the We: — enough to
feed 73 persons. Exactly 73 per-
sons showed up The hostess was
a little uneasy. What would have
happened J 74 persons had shown
up, Or .f somebody had asked
for seconds?
Jnhn the secretaey
Of ir o'is co-owne f a pri-
vate airplane. went deer huntiir
at Duck Island on Lake Ontario
Tile secretary got himself a fine
buck. Dressed down the deer
weighed nO pounds Dures' pane
who took the deer hoine as a pres-
ent tram the boss. will have yen,
son .nstead of tuikey '..‘r Christ-
Inas - With some left over for
Eater.
The new Congress. which will
be coming in shortly, w.11 find
some of tne Same old trappines
that have been around Mr a long
time—particularly on the Senate
side. Nobody has used snuff na
the Senate for mare' than 20
years. But faithfully et the start
of each session, the help f,f1111
1two metal boxes. One on the
Republican side, the other on
the Democrat Once in a while, '
a senator will stuff 5007C of the
mull in an envelope atid bike .11r. and
flounce the
Club News, ,Activits e
Weddings Locals
mune for .1 SOOVer4I.
Fire Chief Unhappy
About Recent Fire
• _EH, Tex. .1P -- ehic!
Stevenem wi.13 unasimey un-
nappy about a fire today that
swept a cleareng crab:Ailment
and destroyed ,clothing Melsngins
to 40 persons—inclpding the ,c1fLef.
ACTOR BROD/ANC* CRAVIPORO is shown t upper right i
on charges of drunkenness and actress Abigail Adams Is 6:10N:1
(10Wefl after being booked along veth hint on the same charge
in West Los Angeles, Cant. Chmwford, 44. Mud Adams. 37. and
actor Myron McCormick were arrested to Maruievele canyon after
their car struck a fence Miss Adams reportedly turned the air
blue with language %nen cleicers arrived, bJt later apologized,
"It's just that we use that language every day." (inisenationel)
Engagement A nnoinced
Miss Janice Boyd Crawford
Mrs. Charles Baty Crawford of Murray an-
engagement of their daughter, Janice Boyd,
to Mr. Alan Walter McAllister. son of Mrs. Walter H.
McAllister and the late Mr. McAllister of Cincinnati,
Ohio.
The bride-elect was graduated from Murray State
College where she wa a pember Of Sigma Sigma Sigma
sorority. Mr. McAllister. )rt graduate of Ohio State Uni-
versity. is a wember of Sigma Phi Upsilon fraternity.
The wedding will take place March 26 in the College
Presbyterian Church in Murray.
Nichols Pained
Over Passing Of
Circus Fat Lady
My HARSIAN W. \WWII
United Press Staff Cerrespendent
WASHINGTON le w a s
i paired to learn of the passing of
'my favorite 'circus fat lady
tier name was Lotus She was
r • right places, but also in
places 'The sat, who
Kiltd by Gift Gun
POLICE KANE an "almost im-
possible: accident for death of
Sally Wood tabovei, 25-year-
old employe of the secret Na-
tional Security agency in Wash-
ington. She was killed by blast
of a 12-gauge shotgun she pur-
chased tor a Christmas gift. Po-
lice theorize she loaded the gun,
placed it on a card table: then
jostled the table, knocking gun
to floor. In falling, price tag
caught trigger. (international)
was past 50 when her end came,
trailed a caboose as big as the
train which carried her around the
country
I would have written about her
yeah s ago. except that I just
learned how to spell hippopotamus,
She died at the Binding fir is. &
Barnum & Bally winter auartere
in Sarasota Fla where the Iwo-
ton pachyderm had been retired
several years ago when she started
to go blind and to creak from t!se
miseries of old age
The big prl, when she was able
te kick up her tiny toes and wad-
dle around the hippodrome track.
eas, the darling of millions, young
and eke
I Across the n.any years, she
!tsteined with the great and the
i near-greet of 
the circus world
Emmett Kelly. the famous sad-
faced clewn, never passed her
,ivarters that he didn't stop ard
ens. 1.0tlIs a friendly pat en her
tug shout The sad man always
managed a 5T,IIIC frr Lotus end he
said that Lotus seemed to simile
right back
It was the some with the trapese
people, the hednwire people. the
,owboys and ever the tough roust-
abouts.
BLIND, SHE ANSWERS 29 DIFFERENT TELEPHONES
MISS BESSIE SAWYER, I ! since birth. sits in her home 
in Orange, Calif., with sonic of the 29 diffe,
cut tel,,prv.a.es she anseers In operating her phone answering
 service, Each phone has a different
bell tone, and thus the blind woman Is able to pich up the one which 
Is ringing. Clients of the eery- -
Ice, et:eh ate calls "The Alert," include 11 doctors, an oxyge
n rervice firm, and a taxi company
whose dispatther 'doesn't work at night. Miss Sawyer gives 24-hour 
service, She has been in the
INfigutsa bevtil Year% 
'!rtervatiosail
The hippo spent her salad days
a.ith the Al G Barnes Circus. Al
.kas the first circus man ever to
irgaa a hhOPO kb trip thIflooll4
sawdust and follow the rest around
the track at the openitg and cics-
ing
Tne fa' girl. with jaws: powerful
inveigh to break, a man 10 halt.
never Mimed Anyone. she %meg
the tab of a lady saint amend the
hired hind, of the several eireu,cs
for which she werked and general-
ly was tabbed as a "glamor gurf "
She, was that; in fact, in a chtniisy
sort id: way
Dr Bill Mann, director of the
 'A Overhaul Security
System Is Asked
wAaliINGTON, Dec. 9 RR —
One of the nation's top scientific
bodies called today for an over-
haul 'of the government's seciarty
risk system to put more weight on
what a man can do for his coun-
try and less on the risk of em-
ploying him.
The board of directors of the
Amen lean Association for the Ad-
sancement of Science, in a state-
ment in Science magazine, called
the present system a "negative"
one that puts too much emphasis
on guarding present secrets and
not emiugh obtaiping frest
knowledge.It said the present program
-wastes time and talent, lowers ef-
ficiency.% slows psogress, makes
goverrunent service less desirable
and deprives federal agencies of
"the help of consultants who DO,-
setts important information ape
rare skills..., "
"With Scientific knowledge ad-
vancing in many countries...our
major effort should be on further
progress and more advanced appli-
cation instead of upon preserving
the secrecy of the scientific knowl-
edge we already have." the scien-
tists said.
"We cannot possibly keep scien-
tific knowledge secret; bu' we can
hope to keep ahead of our poten-
tial enemies in basic knowledge
and the application of that know-
ledge."
The association's directors, who
offered to help the government de-
velop new standards, made two
major proposals:
I. 'That greater weight be given
to a man's potential_ contributions.
They said the risk involved in ant'
case still must be considered. 'Mu.
for any given position we can af-
ford a larger risk if we stand se
make a great gain than if we can
expect only a small one."
2. That the milt of hiring some-
one "be measured with more
gard for the. nature of the work
to be done than has frequently
been true in tee pasts"
Property Taxes
Due Last Of Month
• - - —
FianietprI, K e-K.en tic pr o-
Pert y owners were urged tp pay
their 1954 property taxes by
December 31 before the hills be-
come delinquent. These bills are
payable at the sheriffs' offices.
Tax bills paid during January
carry a 2 per cent penalty and
after January 31. a 6 per cent
penalty
Property owners %sere reminded
if these dates by the Department
of Revenue and encouraged to
meet the December .11 deadline to
avoid the penalties for late pay-
ment
'Enough' of Reds
Wason.eton zoo, who is probaely
Am' r$i. s number colic circa tan,
aloe M the lose of a friend,
isaidIFWes a very un-
ersual hippo. lust, she loved to
traveL But most remarkable id ail.
etivemsle liked people. Instead
ef oisplayeig e surly hippo sesetit-
in.ent of the crowds of hwriaes
that Assays sumounder her, she
, 
througlily enjoyed being a cireia
star. 
' Everybody is missing the fat
girl; said DI. Mann. And that's
for sure
— 
_
Passengers Name,
Is Shortened
------ —
RIO DE JANERIO. Ii-sail V
A Eu-epe ar h ,unti woman
passenger named Marsi Term ,
Iran", es de Assis da Coneem
ria 1194:,14 E.0.01CIth via
(lade, S ,..trado (7nr%le..o de
Jesus Pereua de Cunha applied
recently fir a ticket. The 
Pan'od Brain! Airline reportesi
They sold .1 to tie] — under tie
Mane Marta Conn
POLISH t r capt. le r
Wasewskt is shown In New
York, where he came from For-
mosa after refusing to return to
his mernelsuid. His skip was de-
tamed. and he asked political
asylum because he had "hail
enough of Communism." He
lives in U. S. (international/
Quits Farm Post
ALLAN S. KLINE (above) of Wes-
tern Springs, UI.. resigned as
president of the American Farm
Bureau federation he has head-
ed since 1947 "for masers ef
health." Kline, 59, aneeeneed
his resignation at 30th annual
meeting of the federation In
New Iforh. time.rreattorosi,
•• •
Atom Powered
Freighters Are
Forecast
WASILINGTON. Dec 16 —
Airplane manufacturer Donald W
Douglas today forecast giant atom'
powered air freighters which will
be "able to reach out to the limita
of the world without refueling."
Douglas. head of laonelas Air-
craft Co., addressed about 600 m!1-
Oar y, government, and industry
representatives at an air logistics
conference sponsored by the Air
Force Association.
He said nuclear powered air-
freighters of the future will bit
"capable of supplying military for-
ces anywhere on earth iii a single
giant stride." .
Meanwhile, Douglas said the air-
craft industry is ready now to pro-
duce huge conventionally propelled
aerial transports which over a per-
iod of time could "do ths work of
800 trucks or 100 railroad box-
' JUSTICE DOUGLAS AND BRIDE
He described a "new conception"
plane which he said "could carry
a 100.000 potted payload at a speed
of some 500 miles per hour at a
range between 1,500 and 3.500
miles."
Nine such monsters. Douglas
said, could do the wort of 141
C-54 Skymasters or 58 C-124s at
one third to one f mrth the opere
sting coat and in . than half
the time.
Testify in Trial
Of DR. SAMUEL SHEPPARD In
Cleveland. where he is charged
with beating his wife Marilyn
to death. (in(ernational)
Dr. Charles W. Elting said he
examined Dr. Sam the morelsig
of the tuurder, that Sam was
*alert" ... "not confused" Me
aid he saw X-rass of Dr. Sam'.
seek, that there appeared to be
chip fracture, but that other
1C-raas made by the corner
showed no such Indication.
Heads Farmers
NEW PRESIDENT of the Ameri-
can Farm Bureau federation Is
Charles B. Shuman (above) of
the Illinois Agricultural sumo-
elation. He was elected at ti
federation's 45th annual meet-
ing in New York to serve out
remainder of term of Allen B.
Kline, resigned. (international)
 Th
keeps 'k
"
CAMERON $200.00
Also $100 to 2475
Wedjing Ring $12.50
Furches
JENELR; STORE
113 S. 4th St. Phone 193
SUPREME COURT JUSTICE William 0. 
Douglas, 58, and his bride,
the former Mercedes Hester Davidson, are 
shown at home of her
parents in Tallulah. La., following their 
snarrtage. She was his
literary research assistant for several years. 
and IA a native of
Oregon. Justice Douglas' Drat wife, whom he 
married in 1033,
divorced him in 1953. ' enter 
tonal Sou ndphote)
ASSISTANT PROSECUTOR John Matson (left) goes over papers tn
preparation for Grose examination of Dr. Sam Sheppard in first
degree murder trial in Cleveland. Dr. Barn is shown being brought
Into court- ristersahonsilf
'-5"--14"0 T I C
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While our shop is closed for inventory, our
sales department will be open and we will
have our Mr. Charles Cochran located on our
used car lot, on North 7th Street directly be-
hind Kroger's.
• Remember Our Clearance Sale Is Still Going On
Murray Motors Inc.
605 West Main Murray, Ky.
TUESDAiliji: WED Ifie
LAST
ISAWP •
sa mg •
L64(15R JOHNSON4AN
DONNA
PiiidgoN
1111Df-IftS1011
SCREENl
LAST TIMES
VARSITY
JANE POWELL in
"ATHENA"
with Edmund Purdom
and Debbie Reynolds
TONIGHT 
CAPITOL
ROBERT MITCHUM
in "RIVER OF
NO RETURN"
with Marilyn Monroe
NOTICE
Our service department will close for the year
on next Wednesday evening at 5:00 p.m.
We will be locked in on Thursday and Friday
taking inventory and we respectfully request
that you delay your visit or call until next Mon-
day, January 3.
May we express our deepest appreciation for
your confidence in us and for your patronage
during this past year.
May We Serve You Again In 1955 --
Our parts and service department will reopen
January 3 for the finest in guaranteed automo-
tive service, see our friendly service manager,
Pat Watkins.
Murray Moiors Inc.
5 a! Nr1,•.., "ny, 'Ky.
8 On
C •
Ky.
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MONDAY, DECEMBER 27, 1954
NOTICE
 .1
13 S. Ss - 1,4 LP .4 OA.411IO 0.4
etpeaSentative in Mu. ray. ror
Salm dervice, Repoli Contact
Leon HAL, 1411 Pop si ph.rie
1074
-It. TFC
MA} rE $20.0C DAILY. SELL LUM-
inous mme plates. Write Reeves
Co., Attleboro, Mass., fr e sample
and details." d2Sp
1 SERVICES OFFERED
,,,,i, ,ivit titlfsttg. ok tetIMITE's
and insects. L'xpert %Gra. Call
441 or bee Sam Kelley le
W ELLS- WEATHER. Port rait
Commercial photograpts Smith
Side square. Munray. Phone 1439
or 1073. c130c
FOR SALE
Jul% esti/4:: DAISY PAR
' right age foi training to talk. A"
colors. $3.50 each. Paul Bailey
Route one, Murray, ph. 1380-P
dne
._._.__
FOR SALE: SMALL HOUSE
trailer. Fully furnished. Has plenty
built-ins. Price dat a bargain Carl
C. Alexander, Dexter, zty (120e
mop MOP,
FOR RENT
-FOR RENT: TWO ROOM 1LJRN-
shed apartment 207 South Fifth
Phone 1328-XJ. d27n
FOR RENT: UNFYRNISHEP
apartment, with private bath. Right
price to the right party. Close ih.
315 North Fourth St. d2ilo
FOR RENT: DOWNSTAIRS 3
room furnisned apartmem. Private
Near garment factory and hosiery
mill. Call 3864 days, 1625 nights.
d29c)
For Sale or Rent I
cotrage Apartment Four rooms
and bath Utility room. 2 garages
Electric heat. See owner 916 Syca-
more aftet 4:30 p.m Phone 659-M.
jle
Help Wanted
 J
WANTED: FOR STENOGRAPHIC
and general office work. Apply hi'
letter giving experience and quali-
fications. Murray Hose 7,
329e
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1:-.erit:1 -4
itz2reirt.:erg
t ham.
I ill,fli iseetso
11.-:trieniePiAlii
llSI- les:itle' tareir.)
24- aniosan
25, flea
27- gra
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11- eh
14- at flf29-r., I of ilm•
17-. Panel* hors*
Sa- Inv-rumen(n_ca In Peru
41-.P vide crew
41--
44-Danl.al IsInnd
44-Sun and
el-alantlauript
(abbe I
4*- Roars
S1- Render
beloved
94- ilrl's name
51-Sian of zodiac+
91-Set:Ionian
IR-Lahr
43-%Viiie Denton
13- Vleaelt
DOWN
4-Footilne part
M p41111 point
1-Sicilian
Vol :5 no
4-tiu lianas@
6- Pre,•ch
eonjunt Mon
11-Nut• of seal.
-Rine of beagle
oio
Aps 
4):
Cee/ seta 1044. Si I.onent tt sr •PO
DOV.P.Ool b b.cPow • •
11111140Pass
Weil. photographing a is miar•-
tion le the motratalas of Weal Vir-
glillmir• Profeselalnal Iltasrrtaa Charles
Gra tearful that elsate on. IP dying
as ate, a intro hafreetion of Ir, al
gams Ws
CHAPTER SJCVEN
It wa• • sonny day with Indian
summer base hanging between the
ridge" With a little searching I
found what I thought was the shelf
of the mountain where the eagle
lahdriel yesterday, over a rode air
line southeast float where I stood.
1 triad to Judge where the square
black mark on the topographic
map 5a4 indicated a house Then
1 combed in and pulleq the Jaguar
onto cm road.
I let It roll down the slope to-
ward the narrow valley.
As I rounded • curve on the side
of Third Hill I came to • mailbox
on the right It was at the en-
trance to a single-v.idth road or
lane, using the terms loosely, run-
ning SOUSA tato the trees along the
mountain.
I got. out and walked over to the
mailoux. It was rusty and there
was no name on it. What I'd brat
thought was a tree snag smothered
in honeysuckle was an old brick
column or square pillar. It had
tau trun pint's& where • gate had
hung The pita and the other brick
pillar had disappeared. The lane
was soft looking with leaves float-
ing tn black water in its ruts and
I Knew I'd hang up if I tried to
take the Jag over it...
I got my right wheels off the
paved rota, which meant blocking
the entrance to the lane. eheis
were Cracks from tires going in
or out but iron) the looks ot the
mace they :night have been some
one using it tor • turn-around, I
'locked the ignition, decided I didn't
want to show up around nere with
tunoeulars so I put them in the
rear Compartment and locked it
Then 1 istArted along the lane, and
followed It to the house.
The howle was of Crumbling old
brick With Shutters at the lower
WindoW8 that bad ome been
parAtilit 'Whitt. The small panes or
glass tanked opaquely bun, witn
cf yellow Lftt4u.
nei verandah, just stofie
cope opio • paneled door once
whit* like the shutters and, above
It, a tialight that seemed to grow
like eltraCetul, delicate fungus. it
was &nip under the trees and cold
as is. Mee on a not day, but pe-
can* of the yellow leaves it wasn't
dark. ?key were everywhere, above
and underfoot &DO some had sifted
down and chine toe wtailt, stragelv
•
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Saturday's ',tails
S P R 777
Tr2UIS' 
1. -1* 
AR R
N E T
Ayf 
OlkiR
1 T'
P
Ii
pg
1-Heave tiy tieing
9- klulaarlan colt)
10-Claf
Co prising
14 •
It-lit
13-Desert shrub
111-Spirit In -The
Tempeer
10-1V•tly• of
Spanish.
Portuguese
pen Its uia
alajorIty
:3-Mixture
11-BrItleh baby
carriage
SS- Let fall
716-DesIgnatih'
-Randerso
111-RIter In
43-Famni,
eourtes
la-Speak
47-Pinner.
rt-Alre
10-Plthet
Rear
ennAt•Ilat
51-Nrt
53- rIlt on
65- P.ttinet
flithtl•••
111,etelre50-
19-King wr Rs
te-Yr•aeli an ,
boxwood that must have been, na
lold as the house
I was in the yard now.
I thought the place was deserted
till I moved arouqd the boxwood.
In the wispy, leaf-strewn grata
something straightened and peered
at me, like a woodchuck that
atraine for a sound it can't identi-
fy. It was a tiny colored woman,
gnarled and ancient as the old
apple trees back the lane and with
a face as wrinkled as their fruit.
There was • faded blue scarf tied
around her skull and knotted In
front, and one thin hand had a
crooked grasp on some twigs that
looked brittle like the bony fingers.
The other hand kept a fixed grip
on her apron gathered into a pouch
that held more twigs. Under the
black coat and the checked apron
I could see a purple cotton dre.xi
that reached the ground.
She was standing quiet, partly
bent, peering to the left of me with
cloudy eyea like an old dog a. I
nodded but she went on looking
past me and I realised she was as
blind as the winuowil of the house.
"How do you do?" I saw her
flinch. "I was taking a walk and
I came out the lane. Who lives
here?"
"Who is you 7"
"You wouldn't know me. I'm
Just out for a walk."
The black leathery fate was
reaching tor me. -Who 'tit you, you
don't know Mr. Anson Metcalf 7"
-Cricket, quit talking to
The girl came around theTorrier
of the house and stopped, staring
as if she were looking at some-
thing she'd never seen before. She
had nothing on me.
She was tall and awfully young,
probably not eighteen, with dark
honey nabs tied back with • nb-
bon. She heti on leather-tronted
shooting pants and a tight-fitting
wine colored suede vest over a
yellow short sleeved shirt. The
pale hazel eyes were deep-set and
lighter than the hair and the small
nose looked if a sculptor bad,
on second thought, reworked and
refined the nostrils and bridge,
spreading the form with rus
thumbs Into the planes et the wide
cheek bones, leaving the nose
rather turned-up and almost too
sensitive for the width of face.
She had • Mender waist, broad
shoulders, long leg. and arms that
all showed structural details a
little too clearly-too thin and kid-
dish for • luscious shape but the
kind of lanky figure with small,
high breasts and ;ingot ir pelwia
that snorting clothes hams on nice•
" • •
Canned Laughs
Latest Star
On Television
- By ALINE MOVES'
United Prom Staff C pendent
HOLLYWOOD ills - Television's
latest "star" is a laugh machio.e
from which TV serial comedians
can order custom-made audience
laughs from giggles to howls.
This invention is the climax in
the trend of T.V. comedies to have
guffaws mysteriously Lorni,hg from
an unseen and oft-nor'
-existent
audience, a device *the- Induspr-
thinks helps fans at home to
laugh harder.
Engineer Charlie Douglas, a
technical director at CPS - TV
invented the machine that aire•.cly
is secretly used by many programs
on all networks.
The giggles come from six rolls
of tape-recorded laughs fitted into
a box the size of .a mirtable phono-
graph. On the outside are six
levers, like keys on a pipe organ.
Pressing lever No. 1 produces a
three second casual chuckle. The
other keys build up until No. 8 is
fit only for a side-splitting hilir-
ious joke.
The keys cdii be played la a
variety if delicate combinations,
suth as pressnig 1 and 3 .n qui^k
succession fur a delayed-reactidn
gag.
supports LIve dhows.
Harry Ackerman, West Cuss'
head of CBS-TV, says the network
has used the new machine only to
supplement studio audience laugh-
ter on two live shows, -That's My
Boy- and "Life With Father."
(Both programs have f. Itered in
the ratings and "That's My Boy"
has folded.)
"On 'That's My Boy' the actor;
couldn't seem to learn to time
their laughs," Ackerman explain-
ed "And 'Life With Father' uses
such heavy period eets the studio
audience can't see the action to
laugh."
• ..erman added he is "unalter-
opposed to inechan.cal laugh
Jor the shows that CBS
"i Love Lucy." for example,
led with an audience chuck'
mu the sound stage.
Used in some Films •"
many another filned comedy
.ed by other companies has.
lerely "canned" lacgh tracks
roae prAucers arr. flashing
one of Douglas' laugh ins-
s definiteh a need for the
ly. Her right hand was lean as a
boy's, the other I couldn t see It
was coiled in a huge glove like a
hockey gauntlet On the stiff leath-
er fist, hooded in a funny little
tufted cap, sat a hawk about the
size of • crow.
Seeing ner under these primeval
trees, standing there in her leather
vest, with a leather pouch nangtng
fromsa shoulder strap and holding
Use falcon as it it were something
she did every morning about this
time, I was somewhere in middle
Europe around the fifteenth cen-
tury.
Her bps weren't very full, which
added to the boyish look but the
mouth wasjarge and the tight eye•
together with those cheekbones
gave her a sort ot feline expres-
sion. She wasn't beautiful but I
had the idea her face would Save
a certain piquancy if she ever
smiled. Right now, she wasn't do-
ing it.
I could see it was going to be
up to me to make conversation.
"Are you Mr. Metcalf daugh-
ter?"
"He s my brother.•" Her volos
was husky as d it hatin t bean
wanted on many word,.
"I'm on a camera holiday." 1 ,
tapped my' Leica. "Your lane
looked interesting so I just kept
walking Would you let me take
a picture ot that talcon 'f That a
what it as, tan 't it?"
-It's • tercet" She said it as if
ought to know these Uungs.
"Is that a kind ot falcon f
"It a • male peregrine. A female
would be called • talcum"
gathered it was like calling •
female dog a dog-or inverseis'.
-1.0 like to get min in sumigh
it we can.find a spot,- I said.
Shrsetined • little more relaxed
now see were talking about the
hawk and said she would put him
on his block. I bad no idea what
that was but A walked around I,
the back of the now with rum
with the old colored woman limp-
ing after us.
"Can she gc,t around alone!" I
moved my bead toward the bent
torn' behind me.
"Cricket 7" She seemed surpriat.i.
and then said, "Yea."
"She is blind, lint she?"
"She knows her way. She's been
here so long.-
-Do you live here with your par-
ents?"
She gave me that odd defensive
look again. "There are just brothei
and I. And Cricket."
The girl crossed to something in
the yard.
Nn (fonoen,,,,
YOU LIVE IN
A HOUSE, I
PRESUME -A
REAL ,OLD,
DILAPIDATED
HOUSE'
TEE LEDGER AND TIM, MURRAY, KENTUCKY
machine," enthused inventor Doug-
las. "Su many filmed shows use
horrible laugh tracks, And on live
shows thele's so much camera
movement studio audiences often
can't see the action. On my ma-
chine you have any type of laugh
.or any situation."
A CBS engines!' who showed me
the mathine said directors order
laughs by writing "No. 6" or "No.
3" on the script. How they decide
which joke gets which laugh, cp.
whether the home audience will
agree with
know,
the decision, he didn't Burgler Too
Intent On Work
Bad Example Set
By Director
INDIANAPOLIS, Ind. IF - Ivan
veKernolde, wno conducts driver.
tests for the Indiana Motor Velv-
ets( Bureau. lost his driver's license
for a year Monday for reckless
and drunaen at wing
FORT WORTH, Tex. fle - Joe
S. Moore, 50, faced a shaige of
attempted burglary today tree:e.1,..
he was too intent on li!s work.
Officers H. L. Byrd .ini G. A
Jones said they wolked up bele -
Mowe and stood there for -
time as he removed pieces oi 5.
from a window he had broken
A hamburger stand
NANCY'
OH, DEAR--- I
FOR orT --
SEND MY
CHRISTMAS
CARDS
ilto*
es-
DON'T WORRY---
WE'LL FIX
11)
•
,1.
109:r.11.
DO YOU
THINK
THEY'D
LEND ME)
SOME <
MONEY ?
NO- - - YOU
HAVE TO
PUT UP
SOME
SECURITY
Li01-J0
ig10.
UL' ABNER
HONEST ABE
15141GHTY
SMART, NATC}IERLY
HE HA IN'T NEVAH
NCYTH IN' 1:5UT
...ri••••a
OP OINIMINP, 
PACE FIVE
MAX H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
Superior Ambulance Service
Equipped With Oxygen
311 N. 4th St., Murray, Ky.—Phone 98
-THE FRIENDLY FUNERAL HOME"
By Al Capp
i MERRY CHRISTMAS,
EVERYONE  
sek,%9P) 
•
- 44i
*** -100'
1/100.,:- • - col
••• *.•`"--"*" fr-747,v,6-
WHAT'S THAT?
OH, SOME
LAND--
LIKE A
FARM OR
LOT
THERE OUGHT TO BE
ENOUGH LAND HERE TO
BORROW A DIME ON
1110
• 00. 1 Pa •••
I 4.0. 11.4 /O.. • • Syr...a
DE - 2 7-
- 
Asev_s-s.e/iiii-e..
SAYS
THAT
NICE AN'
CLEAR -
BUT
NOTHIN'
ELSE!!
MEBBE, WHEN HE
SEES AtL THIS
STUFF IN HIS STOCw4,
HE'LL GIT SO
EXCITED Hsc. WILL
SAN/ SOMPTHNI*
ELSE!!
*IV &ss1E rrVE COUNTED THE SILVER,
wEDPNG 114Y - UNDERSTAND? -AND NO
STUFFING SANDWICHES
IN YOUR POCKETS, TO
SELL LATER!!
.x.) YOU'RE THE NEW
BUTLER ?- WELL, I'M
THE OLD BUTLER!!
-AND 1 KNOW ALL
THE DIRTY TRICKS
IN THIS RACKET!!-
-A:161E an' SLATS
WELL ARE YOU
HAND1N' OUT THE
LONG GREEN-OR
ONLY FLASHIN'
IT, AND WHAT
DO I DO IRATE
IT
Rere.•
DREAM ;IOUrs: MAGAZINE
WANTS To TEAWDOWN THIS
DUM 
-THIS Ot.D• FASHIONED
0-40U5E AND BUILD YOU
A STREAMLINED,
COMPLETELY MODERN
STRUCTLY" .A
VERITABL _
PARADISE OF
LABOR SAVINei
DEvICCIc.'
THE NEXT MORNING
HE
is
ALL
EXCITED!!
AND NOW - CIN YOUR
TOESIT- 'RE ABOUT
TO RECEIVE THE CREAM
OF SOCIETY —NOT A
BUNCH OF FROWZY
OLD I-tAGS!.•
MATBLARSTEITD-YRERALA
ESTATE SALESMAN!
I MIGHTA SNIFFED
IT.';
HOW COME,
A*.GREASLEY
VOC RE GETTING
WARM, PAL-
BUT I Ai NOT
'SELLING, I'M
GIVING::
By :ruin Sushi:2;11e,
HIS VOCABOOLARYNo DONE INCREASED!!
OH, WHUT A
MERRY w
CRIC/PFT CHRISAMS
ir
"
411.••
181:11/P.
• 
WELL HUZE'S
GROGGINS ACRES,
MISTER, YOU STILL
WANTS T'
NEGOTIATE
By Kaaba= Van Burn.
I WANT TO GIVE
YOU A BRAND-NEW,
MODERN, UP-TO -
DATE NOUSE- •
ABSOLUTELY
FREE:
DID YOU
(GASP)
SAY
FREE is
YOUR fATHER IS THE REASON,
GIRLS, WE WANT THE OLDER
GENERATION OF AMERICANS
TO BECOME NEW-HOME
CONSCIOUS.
FOR US
IT'S GOOD
BUSINESS
AND ALL THESE YEARS
THE BOYS AROUND TOWN'S
BEEN CLAIMIN' LAS
NOTHIN' BUT A LAZY
BUM LUCKY T HAVE ANY
OLD ROOF OVER MY WEAN
•
aPAGE sa TRE LEDMat TIMM, MURRAY, KENTUCKY
ONE FOR THE (TRUMAN) BOOKS
FORMER PRESIDENT Truman ts all 'miles as tie chats %kith Penn-
s) isaroa a Gusernme elect George )4 Leader (left) and New Jer-
sey $ Gov. Robert Neyner is Philadelphia. The occasion as a
er for benefit od Truman library. (interne:soma! Soursdpec to)
Kim Novak
Hailed As
New Beauty
By VERNON SCOTT
Called Preea Staff Correspeadeof
HOLLYWOOD IP — In a CV,.
of eye popping beaut'es. none
is more beautoul than a blond.
Kim Novak, a youngster who ne
being trained for stsrdom with
more core than Calumet's famel
stable grooms its thoroughbreds.
No rune w.th a bullt-in Wggle,
Kim's aristocratic manner has
moguls at Columbia Studios rub
bing their hands with glee. 'They're
bringing her along slowly, dedi-
cated to making her the biggest
movie star :n Hollywood.
The studio's last top-notcher was
Etta Hayworth Twenty one yeer
old K,m bears no resernblare e
TWO KiLLED, $10,000,000 DAMAGE IN EXPLOSION
SOU IS PART of the estimated $10,000,000 damage following explosion In a six-story-high turblie ekes.
tale genmator of Commit:1*cent Edison company in Stick-rosy, Ill, just outside of Chicago. The Walt
kIlled tro men. Injured Sea. I laisneational Soundifiedbe
HAK WATCH
InferoPete
Miotosnaeissair • hawk move_ -
mai la tDe ttwuntalue of West vi.-
smsa. ace profeaswens sensroals Cheri."
tInattos. karma Nat sums orbs 's dt;g iets •
as anal* • ea,' isfracton i of
rasa, laws Hi expires
where be has emu an magi* la lit
and M.D.,'ofs,a a Oseseein Initall•011
nee occupied by see *anon bet -al
and his eater. Dena. both expert CAI-
coatra.
CHAPTER EIGHT
IT WAS an urn-shaps-d piece of
wood about twice as large as an
eggplant, streaked with droppings.
stuck vertically in the ground on
• peg. The girl took the hooded
falcon from her flat There was a
tinkling sound as she set him os
the flat top of the block, where his
enorrnoas yellow feet with thwir
dark talons curving like a sur-
geons needles grasped it as it be
were perched atop • big lotus blow
born I saw that he had tiny brasa
bells on his legs. There were
leather thongs around each ankle
and these were attached to the
snap swisei 01 a leash the girl had
been holding. Without unfastening
any of them, she tied the other end
of the imusti to • ring anchored to
a hoop around the perching block.
Once there, the falcon waited
patiently. The girl removed the
glose from her left hand, which
is as less tanned than the right,
and uptied the. laces of his hood
and took it off as gently as tf she
were removing a baby's bonnet
The nawk blinked has dark eyes •
few Lune and ruffled hos feathers
with a rattling sound that some-
how gave film • contented air.
With his hood off he was • noney.
He fixed me with burdark brown
eye set in • light circle, seeing in
nie something strange to nis
world. 1 noticed that his upper
beak was nototod near the dark
end as if the sharp point had been
honed down even sharper. liii
slaty head was wide and tics face
had markings 111cc black mustacto
los that drooped down from his
cheeks. The buff throat patch ea-
ts nded well back behind the ears
Like a napkin tied around nisi neck
with his mustaches hanging down
over. It gave nun the appearance
of a trencherman all set for a
feast His back and wings were
slaty Ira> and his underparts were
mottled with black or Van Dyke
brown markings, shading from the
unmarked buff throat and breast
to the barred "pants" on his legs
"That beak looks vicious," I
said,
never use their beaks to
strike, the girl said in her low
voice, "but don t get near hiss
talons" She was making sooth-
ing sounds at him that I found
strangely tascuaating myself.
Kneeling nere beside the girl, It
was unreal, it wasn't In this day
or age. The unintelligble cooing
wprits were doing their work on
me as much as on the hawk_ There
was sometrimg nypnotic about it,
also something wrong. Then I
realized I had a feeling that some-
one was watching us.
On the lowest level of the rear
•
porch, rust at the edge, crouching
with his head low, the largest Do-
berman I'd ever seen pinned me
with has yellow eyes. I could have
sworn he path t been on that
porch when we carne around. I/
he had growled I'd have felt • lit-
tle better but he just crouched
there, black as death arid perfect-
!) motionless It was the girl's re-
action as much as the Doberman's
attitude that got me.
cooing mound and very gently
slipped the hood oa turn and 'NI
the drawstrings Then she exara•
used first the wows and then the
tail feathers. spreading theM gent-
ty as if they were something very
precious
"lies shot hurt but he'll never
let you take his picture on the
She didn't turn her face, but her
viewer reached me-- bowl teen e
—and then to the Doberman: 'Lu-
ger. don't you dare." It was a
command as rood and firm as she
could make it but 1 could we it
run off the dog like • drop of
water Ha shining muscles
bunched but he stayed there,
Cocked, the long chestnut-colored
muzzle pointing at me Lake a gun.
The girl started walking toward
him, slowly, carefully, like an at-
tendant approaching a demented
patient that haii gut loose. I kept
my eyes fastened on the dog's and
felt the girl getting closer to him.
At the edge of tie porch her hand
went down with 'Aunt ul slowness
and the fingers slid under the
choker chain around to,. neck.
That did it His lunge Drought
her off the porch but she stuck to
him. 1 started toward them.
"Stay back_ He'll kill you."
From the looks of him I be-
lieved her lie was on his haunches
now with bas forepaws off the
ground, leaning against the chain
collar and snarling with • gurg-
ling, strangled sound through a
row of teeth like a log saw.
"Luger. No." lihe pulled at the
collar with both hands and man-
aged to drag him, his hails
scratching across the verses, floor
open and forced him In Allithe
boards, toward a door. She It
slammed it shut she muttered,
"Black devil" at the outside panels
of the door.
She came toward me, looking at
her hands I saw that the chain
had torn the slots on two of her
fingers and they were bleeding. I
reached out and took her hand.
"Sorry I caused you to get
hurt," I said. -You were very
brave."
She drew her hand away from
me and sucked the v. ound.
"Shouldn't you put something on
that?" I asked.
She shook her head and frowned.
-Tie won't caey me."
"He's your dog?"
"He's Etrother's."
"Did he name him Luger?"
She nodded, sucking her hand,
and turned to the falcon. It had
evidently been frightened off its
perching block during the excite-
ment..41Now at cowered as far away
as the leash would reach.
She crossed te the bird In a few
strides. -That devil's made him
bate, if he0 broken any pinions
I'll ..."
"Made him what?"
"Bate. Dive off his block."
She knelt down with the strange
"I want him on your arrn aay-
way. Where can we get some sea-
light
-1 was going to 'show him Mi
the orchard."
-Fine," I mud.
"He probably won't do well, up-
set like this but ru try."
"Swell," I said "But before we
go, is your brother borne?"
'14 like to meet alrn."
She looked as If I'd salted to alle
Elisabeth 11 at 7.41i In the morn-
ing. "I'll have to find out if ne'll
Me you.-
Sha went into the house through
the same door she'd used for UN
Doberman. 1 walked &rowed the
hooded hawk and hoped I wouldn't
see any more of Luger, ever. I
la a smoke. There were several
small outbuildings on the slope
abuvtothe house, back toward the
lane. In the other direction, I
could see where the driveway
curved around and went on
through the trees.
It seenied to be taking her
brother long enough to make up
his mind. I looked up at the small
paned windows and wondered
which part of the house he Was 111.
After a while she came out and
clewed the door betund her.
"Brother regrets that he will be
unable to meet you this morning.'
It sounded so polite '1 bad the
the feeling I was being shown off
the place. He had LIB cheek for a
young kid but it was his home and
that was that.
"I'm sorry, too," I said. "Get
your falcon and let's go."
She led the way along the flag-
stone walk that passed the out-
buildings. They had wire netong
over the windows.
"More pets?" I asked.
She didn't answer.
Some hysterical white hens
flapped off the window allla as we
approached, disappearing into the
dusty gloom inside. In • runway
attached to the second building
several large pink-eyed albino rab-
bits came to the wire and twitched
their noses inquiringly, It was
nice to find something around this
place that want t a bunch of
nerves.
"Do you keep your falcon in one
of these pens?"
She looked annoyed but all she
said was "No."
I had to walk faster to keep up
with her. I couldn't see why my
seeing some rabbits and chickens
should upset her but if she didn't
want to talk about them I wasn't
going to make her,
(To Be Continued)
the ex-Moslem prnicese She', sof..
spoken, naive as a PuPPY and with
Out a collection of ex-husbands.
Chicago Born
Kim, born Marilyn Novak in
Chicago, appeared for lunch drese-
ed in plaid slacks, a black sweater
and her hair up in cur's.
"I just had it done." she ex-
plained: pushing a bobby•pin
plaos "They changed the colos to
flourescent blonde for my new pie'-
tore. Usually it doesn't have this
much platinum in it."
She studied the menu and then
looked from the studio publicist on
me through long, dark lashes lOs
difficult to take your eyes from
Kim's face.
"Usually people want me to talk
about sex appeol and boyfriends,"
she began, "but I don't know much
about being sexy and I don't hive
any regular boyfriends. You've got
to feel sexy to be sexy—and I
haven't given it much thought.
Reminded that she was 3 beauti-
ful girl, and that beautiful lied'
usually are endowed with sex :re -
peal, Kim shook her head.
"You don't have to be beautiful
to be exciting And I've known lop'
of pretty girls who aren't attrac-
tive to men. Besides. 'his bus:nes.
shout my being beautlful is
motter of opinion."
Act' Passably
To date Kim s classic featuC'e5
have been recorded in "Pushover"
with Fred IllacMurray, "Mt"
with Judy Holliday and Jack lams
mon and "F:ve Against The Hooey'
in which she co-starred with Cu','
Madison. She acts passably for
neworeoer, the experts agree, but
it will take a few yearel for her
acting to catch up with *r
Het studio hi i steered her
away from the usual -starlet"
routine of pinup p:ctura• and the
nightclub circuit. She doesn't nee'
it.
Another thing everyone asks I.
my measurements," she went on irs
her low-pitched voice. "My bus'
and hips are both 3'7 and my weist
Is 23 inches I guess that isn"
ideal. but I'm satisfied with wh3'
I've got"
And so is Columbia Studio*,
New Type Hearing
Aid Introduced
NINIF V IRK if• A new type
of hearing aid hidden in & pair
of horn
-rimmed eyeglass-s was in-
troduced today
It Costs about $265 and comes
in a number of color combina-
tions, with or without jewels
Leland E Roeemond. president
of die company that developed the
new listening device. said it might
answer the complaints of seven
million hard of hawing Americans
who do not use present hearing
olds.
The neer gadget looks like any
oat,' of heavy
-rimmed eyeglasses.
but the hollowed out frame con-
tains wires trartsistors, transform-
ers and other parts The macre-
ohone usually worn on the :hest
is in the frame directly behind the
ear
All 200 parts found In a conven-
tional type hearing aid are assem-
bled in the eyeglames and all prir•
ing is invisible Roserriond said
The hard of hearing Pernans who
have spurned hearing aide because
of "Wee pride and vanity" should
have no objection to the new de-
vices he said
But more important, he added
the eyeglass hearing aid eliminates
common complaints about clothing
noises that bother the hard of
hearing Who wear microphones on
their chests
'This feature is excelsilerellY
Important to hard of hearing peo-
ple who weer searched unifornw—
doctors, nurses, barbers, waitresses,
to name a few" Rosemond
'Starch acts like a sound bar-
rier and creates harsh n sleet
caused by friction of normal bode
movement"
Rosemont said the new device hi
powered by a tiny battery ibout
the size of a dime It lasts about
150 hours and costs about 40 ^ ents,
he mid
et person does not need to have
poor vision to wear the zlatries
Rnsemont said For those with
good eyesight, plain glass will be
installed.
Kin In Red Chino
OIL WM YUAN SIUANO, 33, a re-
search fellow in Chemistry
Harvard University, Carob:idol.
Mass, is one of the 35 Chinese
scholars irre,ose repatriation ill
demanded by the Red China
goverrsment In return for the
release of 11 U.S. airmen_ Dr.
Huang said he is anxious to re-
join his wife and family in Hong
saw but that he Is not a Com-
munist. mistarairdorsall
,*
Wools, Rayons,
Solid Colors,
Plaids. .
Sizes 8 to 20
7 to 15
Sroroll
-
•
MONDAY, DECEMBER 27, 19
•
Here is the event you've been waiting for an opportunity to get that present that
Santa forgot, at tremendous savings. All items offered in this sale are name brands
priced for clearance. Sale Starts
TUESDAY DECEMBER 28th 9A,M.
— COME EARLY FOR BEST SELECTIONS
DRESSES
Values to $49.QC
oo 81  Ooo
and up
COATS
In The Most Desirable
Colors and Fabrics
Values to $89.95
1/2 PRICE
!•
SUITS
alues to $75.00
'A PRICE 
BLOUSES
Values to $1095
$2.95
to $4 1)5
SKIRTS
1.95
Robes and Robe Sets
V2 PRICE
BED JACKETS
Quilted Rayon, Sizes Sr11 Medium
and Large. $4.95 Value
$1.95 
1 Group
PURSES $1.00
plus tax
Plastic Leather
Jackets
$6.95
IIATS
$1.00
To $3.00
1 Group
LINENS
OFF
All Sales
Cash
and
Final
Outing and Balbriggan
Gowns and Poi a ni a
Vatluoes $ 2.00
$4.95
The
Style
SHOP
11 I So F wird, St Phone 437
•
•
•
